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Abstract
Nanoalloys (a finite framework of two or more metal atoms) represent a
rapidly growing field owing to the possibilities of tuning its properties as
desired for various applications. Their properties are size, shape, compo-
sition, chemical ordering, and temperature dependent, thereby offering
a large playground for varied research motivations. This thesis docu-
ments the investigations on how the addition of aluminium affects the
cationic gallium clusters, both in terms of geometric & electronic struc-
ture and thermodynamics, which have been observed to show greater-
than-bulk melting behaviour for small sizes. A specific cluster size of
20 atoms is selected, Ga(20-x)Alx
+, with the overall intention of creat-
ing a phase diagram which is the most reliable way to predict the phase
changes in the system. All the first principles (density functional theory)
based Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics calculations have been
performed in the microcanonical ensemble. Melting behaviour is first
studied in the pure Al20
+ clusters and then in three representative clus-
ters of Ga(20-x)Alx
+ series: Ga19Al
+, Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ clusters.
We observe that all the three nanoalloy compositions show greater-than-
bulk melting behaviour behaviour as well and in Ga19Al
+, specifically, Al
prefers the internal sites, contrary to the previous arguments. We go on
to complete the solid-liquid-like melting phase diagram using the calcu-
lated information and further propose a model of these greater-than-bulk
melting clusters to be components of the corresponding bulk phases,
whether metals or alloys, with additional size-dependent contributions
added to it.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“There’s plenty of room at the
bottom.”
Richard P. Feynman
Arguably, ‘Nanotechnology’ was born with this statement of Richard Feynman[1].
Not only did he conceive what the field had to offer, he had also envisioned the tech-
nological applications which could arise from harnessing the abilities of atoms. A
nice example would be to write the entire 24 volumes of Britannica on the head of
a pin.
On the scale of numbers of atoms, our day-to-day encounter with materials
generally calls for a ‘macroscopic’ description. If seen as the two extremes, the low-
ermost being a single atom, and the bulk limit being, perhaps, Avogadro’s number
(6.022×1023), all the sizes in between are ‘clusters’ mainly because they are finite
entities. However, clusters are generally considered to typically comprise ∼10 to
106 atoms[2, 3, 4]. The small sizes of clusters have a significant effect on their ge-
ometric and electronic structure, binding energy and thermodynamics leading to
novel physical and chemical properties which are completely different from their
corresponding bulk phases[5]. For example, gold nanoparticles can exhibit either
red, purple or orange instead of their signature golden yellow colour with changes
in its size[6, 7]. Understanding the complex interplay between the changes in the
underlying electronic structure of a cluster, being fundamental to all the observed
properties, and size is essential for their fabrication and functional optimisation.
Combining two or more metal atoms together in the size regime of clusters, to
form nanoalloys, can further change the physical and chemical properties which are
not only different from that exhibited by their corresponding bulk alloy phases but
also from their pure monometallic cluster counterparts having the same size[8]. The
1
2properties of nanoalloys depends, in addition to the size, structure, composition
and temperature, on the chemical ordering of the participating atoms within the
cluster, thus offering ample room for fine tuning as desired in applications such as
catalysis, electronics and optics[8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This encourages a need for further
development of our understanding of how the emergent properties of nanoalloys are
influenced by different variables (size, structure (both, geometric and electronic),
temperature and time).
The scientific research documented in this thesis focuses on the computational
modelling of the 20-atom gallium-aluminium nanoalloy (Ga(20-x)Alx
+) and the cre-
ation of a solid-liquid-like melting phase diagram for this system. Chapter 2 describes
briefly the underlying theory behind the simulation, the data analysis algorithms
used and the details of our simulation. In chapter 3, electron localisation function
(ELF) study on small gallium clusters is done to show that they are inconclusive
in predicting the bonding in these systems. Chapter 4 first recaps the results pre-
viously obtained for Ga20
+ cluster[13], which have been found to show the greater-
than-bulk melting behaviour and then describes the results obtained for Al20
+ cluster
which show a similar melting behaviour, thus making the 20-atom Ga-Al system a
greater-than-bulk melting nanoalloy. Selecting three representative clusters in the
Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster series, Ga19Al
+, Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ respectively, the effect
of increasing Al content on the structure and thermodynamics exhibited by the clus-
ter is analysed in Chapter 5. A solid-liquid-like melting phase diagram for 20 atom
gallium aluminium nanoalloy system is created in Chapter 6 before concluding in
Chapter 7.
1.1 Atomic clusters
“But I must confess I am jealous of the term atom;
for though it is very easy to talk of atoms, it is very
difficult to form a clear idea of their nature,
especially when compounded bodies are under
consideration.”
Michael Faraday
Experimental researches in electrochemistry
(1839-1855), Vol.1, 195
Faraday’s words clearly describe the problems one faces when compounded bod-
ies of atoms (in our case ‘clusters’) are in question. Even the addition of one atom
can significantly change the behaviour of clusters[14]. Atomic clusters, being exper-
3imentally realisable finite frameworks of atoms, are stable aggregates and different
from molecules in the sense that size selected clusters are artificialy synthesised[15].
Modern techniques such as sputtering, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), laser
induced vaporisation, supersonic molecular beam and many others have helped in
the preparation of clusters, having sizes ranging from a few angstroms to nanome-
ters, either in the gas-phase as “free-clusters”, passivated by surfactant molecules
acting as ligands or supported on a silica/MgO/TiO2 substrate. They can assume
a variety of shapes and can exhibit completely different properties in comparison
to their bulk counterparts. Moreover, properties such as stability, HOMO-LUMO
gap, magnetism and optical spectrum can be size sensitive as well. For example,
Knight et al.[16] observed substantially enhanced stabilities for certain sizes (8, 20,
40, 58 etc.) in the abundance (mass) spectrum of sodium clusters which was later
explained as the occurrence of electronic shell closing in these specific sizes of sodium
clusters using the jellium model. The clusters can also display a variety of bonding
such as metallic, ionic, covalent or van der waals[17]. An attribute associated with
the clusters, being so small, is the high surface to volume ratio, thus implying a
larger number of atoms occupying the surface, thereby making them an ideal can-
didate for catalysis. All these different characters have contributed in stimulating
the general interest and to the extensive study of atomic clusters over the past few
decades[5, 3, 18, 19].
1.1.1 Solid-liquid-like phase transition
Being a finite framework in all the three dimensions leads to unusual properties
exhibited by the atomic clusters including the characteristics at finite temperature.
Before discussing the phase transition phenomenon in atomic clusters, a brief de-
scription of what melting means in bulk systems is presented. To understand the
melting phenomena, three key terms must be explained.
Entropy
Entropy is a measure of the number of possible ways, a particular energy (E) can
be distributed in a system of atoms. At equilibrium, atoms of the system have the
same average energy. However, if observed at different instants of time, it is unlikely
that all the atoms have the same exact energy owing to the constant energy trans-
fer occurring due to their interaction. A microstate is an instantaneous catalogue
that describes the energy of each participating atom in the system. Ludwig Bolz-
mann derived a a relationship for entropy as a function of the number of possible
4microstates (Ω) of a system
S = kB lnΩ, (1.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. For any spontaneous process to occur, the
total entropy change for the system and its surroundings must be positive as also
stated by the second law of thermodynamics. Furthermore, since for a real system
comprising a number of molecules of the order of Avogadro number, calculating
the entropy from the number of possible microstates can be really challenging, it is
generally calculated in terms of measurable macroscopic quantities such as the heat
capacity of the system.
Temperature
For a system with constant volume (V) and number of particles (N), temperature is
defined as the derivative of the entropy (S) with respect to energy (E) of the system
as
1
T
=
∂S
∂E
∣∣∣∣
N,V
. (1.2)
Entropy is a macro state parameter and statistically, for a spontaneous process the
microstates of any system will evolve to maximise its entropy. This is called equilib-
rium. The above definition (Eq. 1.2) allows us to understand how the temperature
and entropy are related at equilibrium.
Next, a brief description of the thermodynamics of solid-liquid melting transition in
the bulk phase and clusters is presented.
Melting of bulk systems
Melting is the transition from a solid phase∗ to a liquid phase occurring at a partic-
ular temperature called the “melting temperature”. When a homogeneous ordered
solid is heated, the atoms, at low temperatures, exhibit harmonic oscillations about
their mean position with small amplitudes. As the temperature increases, the am-
plitude of these vibrations also increases and a stage comes when the atoms display
anharmonic vibrations, thereby leading to a disruption of ‘bonds’. The atoms start
to diffuse within the system and the solid and liquid phases coexist. At this stage,
a further supply of energy does not lead to an increase in the temperature of the
system but changes its phase completely to liquid. Ehrenfest’s classification[20, 21]
∗Here, a phase refers to an equilibrium thermodynamic state of a substance over a range of
thermodynamic variables such as temperature, pressure, volume etc.
5Figure 1.1: A diagram showing the changes in the Gibb’s free energy per particle
(g = G/N) and entropy (S) as a function of temperature (T) for an N particle
system. Here, Tc is the critical temperature where the first order phase transition
occurs. (Reproduced with permission from Ref.[17])
characterises melting as a ‘first order phase transition’ as
S = −∂G
∂T
∣∣∣∣∣
P
. (1.3)
Here G is the Gibb’s free energy, T is the temperature and S is the entropy. A
schematic diagram showing the changes in the Gibb’s free energy per particle, g,
and entropy as a system goes from a solid state to a liquid state is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Another description of the first order phase transition in a macroscopic system, the
modern classification, incorporates the latent heat. As sketched in Fig. 1.2, the
transition is characterised by a sudden jump in the caloric curve at the melting
temperature[22]. The term heat capacity represents the ratio of the amount of heat
absorbed by (or removed from) an object to the change in its temperature. At the
melting temperature Tm, the heat capacity plot exhibits a peak.
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Figure 1.2: A comparison of the solid liquid phase transition as observed in bulk
phase (thick blue line) and in clusters (thin blue line). (Reproduced with permission
from Ref.[23])
Melting in clusters
Compared to the ordered extended systems, the finite temperature characteristics
displayed by the atomic clusters are significantly different[24, 25, 26, 27, 23]. Unlike
the bulk phases, the finite size systems do not show a sharp transition from one
phase to another which has resulted in a distinction being made in the literature,
and their states being referred to as solidlike and liquidlike at different temperature
ranges and the phenomenon itself being also referred to as phase transformation† .
The clusters have a high surface to volume ratio and each atom can have different
‘bond strengths’ with which it is bonded to its surrounding atoms; so the dynamical
response to heating is different for each atom unlike the bulk phase and hence, the
melting process is gradual[17].
Furthermore, the shapes and sizes of the atomic clusters also affect the nature
of the phase transition thus reflecting a sense of individuality associated with them.
Even an additional atom can bring about significant changes to the finite tempera-
ture behaviour reflected by changes in the melting temperature and the overall shape
of the heat capacity curve, which is a derivative of the caloric curve, the melting
temperature being the temperature corresponding to the peak in the heat capacity
†In this thesis, both the terms, phase transition and phase transformation have been used
interchangeably.
7Figure 1.3: Heat capacity and the caloric curve for Na+192 cluster where the solid dots
show the value obtained from experiments. The temperature at which the specific
heat is maximum is characterised as the melting temperature (Tm). The latent heat
of fusion (q) is obtained from the height of the smoothed out step present in the
caloric curve. The thick solid line is the caloric curve obtained for the bulk sodium
and has been scaled for 192 atoms. (Reproduced with permission from Ref.[29])
curve. An example is shown in Fig 1.3. Also, below the melting temperature, the
behaviour could be affected by the presence of different competing isomers for a
given cluster size[28]. The heat capacity plot sometimes exhibits a peak or shoulder
either below the melting temperature (T < Tm i.e. premelting) or above the melting
temperature (T > Tm i.e. postmelting)
It is possible to identify different regions during the phase transition in a cluster
as also shown in Fig. 1.2 (thin blue line). Below the ‘additional precursor’ ‡ and
above the ‘transition zone’, a cluster is in a solidlike and liquidlike state respectively.
However, between these two regions, both the phases coexist. Pre-melting and
surface melting phenomena have been observed in few investigations [30, 31].
Experiments on atomic clusters to investigate the effects of temperature on vari-
ous chemical and physical properties is done using nanocalorimetry. High-resolution
microscopy and diffraction techniques help to study the structure and chemical or-
‡The ‘additional precursor’ region could signify either isomeric transitions or premelting.
8dering in a cluster deposited on a substrate. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
is used to probe the phase changes such as melting. Information about the phase
diagram can be obtained if the distribution in cluster size and composition is nar-
row and TEM measurements can also be used to observe phase transformations in
individual nanoparticles[32]. Techniques such as mass spectroscopy provide a con-
trol on selecting a particular size, composition and also focussing on an individual
(trapped) particle in the gas phase atomic cluster[33].
Haberland and co-workers[34, 35, 29] studied the melting temperatures, latent
heat and change in entropy of sodium clusters with size between 55-355 atoms. The
experimental method consists of first producing the ionic sodium clusters in a gas
aggregation cell and is then thermalised in a heat bath which has helium gas at
70 Pa. After leaving the heat bath, the clusters are transferred to a region having
high vacuum and are mass selected. As the temperature of the cluster increases,
some atoms from the cluster are ejected. This is similar to the case when the cluster
absorbs a photon of known energy and hence, the increase in the internal energy of
the cluster due to an increase in the temperature equals the change in internal energy
of the cluster due to a photon absorption. Thus, the caloric curve is extracted from
the measurement of the mass spectra as a function of the heat bath temperature.
Jarrold et al.[25] followed a different strategy where they estimated the internal
energies of atomic clusters produced in the gas phase based on its propensity to
dissociate leading to the determination of the caloric curve.
Some of the observations reported in experiments and theoretical studies, during
the melting of atomic clusters are summarised below:
(a) Depression of melting point with size (1/R scaling), was predicted in 1909
by Pawlow[36] by considering the importance of surface energies (which itself
scales as N2/3, where N is the number of atoms in the cluster) in the size
range where surface to volume ratio cannot be neglected. Buffat and Borel
demonstrated it experimentally for gold clusters[37]. However, for very small
cluster sizes (N = 55-355) in sodium, Haberland et al. found the melting point
to vary irregularly with size. Electronic and geometric effects (shell closings
etc.) may work in tandem or for certain systems, one effect may dominate over
the other in this small size range. In sodium clusters it is the geometric shell
closing (the sodium cluster assumes icosahedral geometry) responsible for the
substantially high melting point of Na55
+[34, 35, 29].
(b) The shape of the heat capacity curve is sensitive to the size and ground-state
geometry of the cluster[38].
9(c) Clusters of gallium[25] and tin[39] have been observed, both experimentally
and in theoretical simulations, to melt above their respective bulk melting
temperatures. The greater-than-bulk melting behaviour shows that melting
temperatures does not necessarily decrease with size as is observed in small
sodium, gold and aluminium clusters[25, 37]. Some of the results from the ex-
perimental and theoretical simulations on gallium clusters have been presented
later in the chapter.
1.2 Nanoalloys
Mixed atomic clusters comprising two or more metal atoms are referred to as the
nanoalloys. Apart from all the variables (example size, shape and temperature)
upon which the chemical and physical properties exhibited by a monometallic clus-
ter depends, the properties (both, chemical and physical) of nanoalloys also depend
upon the composition and chemical ordering of the participating atoms. This sensi-
tivity offers the possibility of tuning their properties as per the desired application
(catalysis, magnetism, plasmonics, optics or life sciences) and thus, has contributed
immensely to the rapid growth in the study of nanoalloys[8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Limiting the discussion to only bimetallic clusters, the ‘structural phase’ (as
shown in Fig. 1.4) depends upon how the participating atoms interact with each
other. In this respect, behaviour such as segregation or mixing is observed. Repre-
senting the participating elements in the bimetallic cluster as α and β, if the bond
strength of α−β is stronger than that between α−α and β−β, mixing is favoured
which can be either random or ordered, else segregation occurs. Furthermore, seg-
regation or mixing also depends on the following factors:
(a) Surface energy: the surface sites tend to get occupied by the metal having the
lower surface energy.
(b) Atomic size: size mismatch between the atoms results in the atom with smaller
size to occupy the internal sites and the larger atom occupies the surface sites
resulting in the release of the strain.
(c) Charge transfer, strength of binding to ligands and in some cases specific
electronic effects can also affect the observed behaviour of the nanoalloy phase.
Segregated bimetallic clusters generally observe configurations such as core-shell,
onion-like or Janus-like (layered) as also shown in Fig. 1.4. Understandably, the
question of structure assumed by a nanoalloy is one of the extensively reported
10
Figure 1.4: Different arrangements observed in nanoalloys. (Reproduced with per-
mission from Ref.[8])
topics in the literature. Studies on the ground state configurations has obtained
more attention[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] with limited investigations of effects at
finite temperature[48].
1.2.1 Homotops
Deducing the global minimum structure of a nanoalloy is extremely important to
understanding the observed physical and chemical properties. However, the presence
of two different types of atoms brings additional challenges since the properties of
nanoalloys also depend upon the sites occupied by the atoms i.e. chemical ordering.
In this sense, one can go a step further from monometallic clusters, where every atom
was important, to this case where every atomic site in the structure is also important.
A new class of isomers, referred to as homotops[49, 50], is defined to describe the
alloy clusters, where a bimetallic cluster, composed of two different atoms α and β,
(αmβn), with fixed number of atoms (N = m + n) and composition (m/n ratio),
can assume a large number of structures, as shown by Eq. 1.4. Although the
number of atoms in the cluster and the overall geometry stays fixed, the sheer fact
that presence of either type of atom at a particular site can change the properties
drastically imparts an extra degree of complexity to bimetallic clusters. The number
of homotops in a given cluster is given by
NH =
N !
Nm!Nn!
, (1.4)
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where NH is maximised when Nm = Nn i.e. a 50 : 50 mixture of elements α and
β. Thus, as the cluster size increases, the number of homotops increases combina-
torially, thereby making the search for the lowest energy structure of nanoalloy an
extremely difficult task.
1.2.2 Thermodynamics of bimetallic clusters
To study the thermodynamics of nanoalloys computationally, two approaches are
used: (a) classical thermodynamics, or (b) computer simulations based on Monte
Carlo (MC) or molecular dynamics (MD) techniques. In the classical thermodynam-
ics approach, finite-size corrections are added to the macroscopic models which have
been developed for bulk phases. The Gibbs free energy for a spherical nanoalloy
with elements α and β is given by
G(N) = xα[Nµα + σαN
2/3] + xβ[Nµβ + σβN
2/3] +RT [xαlnxα + xβlnxβ], (1.5)
where x, µ and σ denote the mole fraction, chemical potential and surface energy
respectively. Such models assume no segregation occurring between the two types
of atoms and the interactions between them are the same as they are in the cor-
responding bulk alloy phase. Additional terms incorporating interfacial and strain
energies have also been proposed[51].
Information at the atomic level is provided by computer simulation techniques
such as MC or MD which use either analytical semi-empirical interaction potentials
to model the interaction between the atoms or from the first principles (generally
using the density functional theory). Melting transitions are captured nicely using
the atomistic simulations. Two types of thermally induced transitions can occur in
a nanoalloy: (a) order-disorder transition or (b) solid-liquid-like phase transition.
Order-disorder transition
The order-disorder transition is described in mixed nanoalloys where with increase in
temperature, a nanoalloy undergoes transition from a well mixed ordered phase to a
random disordered phase (refer to Fig. 1.4). Applications in high density information
storage devices requires a control on the chemical order present in the nanoalloy,
essentially to be kept in an ordered state, which affects the magnetism and magnetic
moments of the overall cluster. Cobalt and iron based nanoalloys such as Co-Pt,
Co-Rh, Fe-Pt and Fe-Pd have been observed to possess higher magnetocrystalline
anisotropy in comparison to the Co-Cr based alloys currently used in the magnetic
devices[52]. The order-disorder phase transition is of type first-order. Investigations
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on such phase transitions have been performed on Fe-Pt[53, 54, 55] and Co-Pt[56, 57]
nanoalloys, for which it was found to be dependent on the cluster size.
Solid-liquid-like phase transition
In spite of the rapid growth in the field of nanoalloys, limited experimental inves-
tigations have been done on the solid-liquid-like phase transition occurring in these
systems. Jesser et al. [58] used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to study
the compositional dependence of the melting transitions in Bi-Pb nanoalloys and
constructed a phase diagram. Jarrold and co-workers have investigated the effect of
a single impurity on the melting temperature of clusters; anionic aluminium clusters
with a copper atom[59] and cationic gallium clusters with an aluminum atom[60].
They found that the impurity had a significant effect on the melting temperature of
clusters with variations depending upon the cluster size.
Mottet and co-workers[61] used the semi-empirical many body potentials in MD
to investigate the effect of impurity such as nickel or copper on the melting of
silver clusters. The impurity atom (smaller in size) occupying the internal site
of the icosahedron geometry enhanced the thermal stability, owing to the strain
relaxation, of the silver cluster and thus increased its melting temperature by as
much as 50 K. Chandrachud et al.[62] observed a depression in melting point of Al13
and Ga13 clusters when doped with a single carbon impurity and Zorriasatein et
al.[38] observed that adding a titanium atom impurity to silicon clusters, (size N =
15 - 20 atoms) prevents the fragmentation of the clusters up to 2200 K. In Pd-Pt
nanoalloys, segregation of palladium atom to the cluster surface was observed in
contrast to the bulk alloy phase which forms a solid solution at all compositions[63,
64, 65]. Extensive MC simulation[66] using many-body potentials has also been
used to study the thermodynamic behaviour of silver clusters (size, N = 55 - 309
atoms) combined with either nickel, platinum or gold in a 3 : 1 ratio where the core
and shell atoms melting at different temperatures was observed. Aguado and Lopez
used the first principles based MD method to study the mixed alkali clusters[67]. A
recent extensive review by Calvo highlights the developments in this field[23].
1.3 Gallium and aluminium
This section first introduces gallium and aluminium and provides an overview of the
research question addressed in the body of this thesis.
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1.3.1 Gallium
Various technological applications make gallium an important element in today’s
world. It is used in semiconductors, blue light emitting diodes (LED), multi-junction
photovoltaic cells and high speed transistors[68]. Although it has been more than
135 years since gallium was discovered, yet it continues to puzzle scientists with its
unique and anomalous properties. For example, unlike mercury which is the only
other metal with a comparable melting temperature, gallium is a wetting metal. It
expands up to 3% on freezing and fractures conchoidally rather than breaking along
the defined planes.
Bulk phase
At ambient temperature and pressure, the stable structure of bulk gallium is α-Ga
whose unit cell has eight atoms giving an impression of a base centered orthorhombic
structure. Each atom in the unit cell has one nearest neighbour atom at a distance
of 2.44 A˚ and the other six atoms are at 2.71 A˚ and 2.79 A˚ and leads to it being
designated a ‘molecular metal’ [69]. Shown in Fig. 1.5(a) is a part of the bulk
α-Ga structure showing two buckled planes which are connected as shown by the
black line connecting the two atoms. The band structure of α-Ga in Fig. 1.5(b)
shows the presence of a pseudogap which is related to the existence of a covalent
bond between the two buckled plane atoms (coloured black) [70]. The charge density
reflects a metallic nature within the buckled plane. Fig. 1.5(c) shows the unique unit
cell of gallium with dimers arranged in buckled planes [71]. Gallium is extremely
polymorphic and exhibits different solid-state phases at different temperature and
pressure conditions [69].
The uniqueness of gallium is also reflected in its thermodynamic behaviour. The
α-Ga phase has a melting temperature of 303 K i.e. it melts in one’s hands. This
is surprising since the cohesive energy of gallium is similar to that of silver (melting
point 1234 K). The origin of such a low melting temperature of gallium still remains
an unanswered question.
Melting in gallium clusters
Extensive calorimetric measurements performed by Jarrold and co-workers[72, 14,
73] on a series (17-55 atoms) of charged gallium clusters showed that melting occurs
in these systems at temperatures significantly above the bulk melting temperature
of gallium. This greater-than-bulk melting behaviour exhibited by the gallium clus-
ters disproves the generality of the melting-point-depression with size paradigm of
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.5: (a) A part of α-Ga bulk structure showing a part of two buckled planes
between which there is a covalent bond (represented as black). Note that this is
not a unit cell representation. (b) A comparison between the electronic density of
states of α-Ga, β-Ga and Ga II. The deep pseudogap observed in α-Ga is attributed
to the presence of strong Ga2 covalent bonding as shown in inset.(Reproduced with
permission from Ref.[17]). (c) Gallium atoms arranged within the buckled planes of
dimers. (Reproduced with permission from Ref.[71])
Pawlow[36]. Furthermore, a difference of one atom in the cluster size, as observed in
Ga30
+ and Ga31
+, was observed to lead to drastic changes in the shape of the heat
capacity curve. A recent study[74] from the same group found N = 95 atoms to be
the first size in the range 60-183 atoms to melt below the bulk melting temperature
of gallium.
Kanhere and co-workers[75, 76] used the electron localisation function (ELF)
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analysis to infer the presence of covalent bonds, between the atoms of the charged
gallium clusters, being responsible for their greater-than-bulk melting behaviour.
However, this inference seems to rely on an over interpretation of the ELF and has
been contested by several authors[13, 77]. A ‘bond’ is not a quantum mechanical
observable and thus such interpretations on the nature of bonding need to address
the orbitals involved in the process as well.
1.3.2 Aluminium
Aluminium is the most abundant metal in the earth’s crust and is used extensively
for various applications in industries. It is light, non-toxic and has a high electrical
and thermal conductivity. It has a face-centred-cubic (fcc) lattice structure at low
and normal pressure. A qualitative account of many characteristic properties of
aluminium can be obtained from the free electron gas model [78, 79]. However,
for a fundamental understanding of the metallic structure, accurate knowledge of
electronic structure and chemical bonding is necessary. Although the electronic
structure of the chemical bonds in aluminium has been extensively investigated,
a consensus has yet to be reached on the details of their orientation within the
fcc lattice, as demonstrated by the experimental and theoretical analysis of the
electron density[80]. Bridge bonding between nearest neighbours [80], second nearest
neighbours having octahedrally-centred bonds [81, 80], nearest neighbours having
tetrahedrally-centred bonds [82, 80] or a mixture of all these modes [80] has been
proposed. Bulk aluminium melts at 933 K [83]. Both classical and first principles
based simulations have been extensively used over the past few decades to capture
the melting transitions in bulk fcc aluminium crystal [84, 85].
Melting in aluminium clusters
In aluminium clusters, although the experimental heat capacity curves have been
reported for cationic cluster sizes N ≥ 16, the presence of peaks in the canonical
heat capacity curves appear for aluminium clusters having 28 or more atoms[86].
The clusters melt below the bulk melting temperature of aluminium (933 K). In
most cases, a single peak in the heat capacity curve is obtained. However, for Al51
+,
Al52
+, Al115
+, Al116
+ and Al117
+, a premelting peak[31, 87, 88] is also observed in
the heat capacity plot and a postmelting peak[86, 87] is observed for Al61
+ and
Al83
+ clusters. The premelting peak has been attributed to a structural transition
occurring in the cluster before it undergoes melting.
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Figure 1.6: Phase diagram of gallium aluminium alloys. (Reproduced with permis-
sion from Ref. [95].)
1.4 Phase diagrams
Phase diagrams allow us to study the change in phases of the alloy as a function of
composition and temperature. Nanoalloy phase diagrams, in addition, also depend
upon the size of the system. Furthermore, phase diagrams of nanoalloys can also be
constructed specifically to show the order-disorder transition or the solid-liquid-like
melting transition. Phase diagrams for various nanoalloy systems such as Pt-Rh
[89], Pt-Au [90], Cu-Ni [91, 92], Au-Cu [93] and Ag-Pd [94] have been constructed
either by experiments or using the computational techniques described previously.
1.5 Gallium-Aluminium Nanoalloys
Bulk Ga-Al alloy is a simple eutectic system having a eutectic temperature of 26.6 ±
0.1 ◦C. In the equilibrium Al-Ga phase diagram [95] shown in Fig. 1.6 three phases
appear: (a) the liquid alloy phase, (b) the face-centred cubic (fcc) Al and, (c) the
complex cubic Ga. The solubility of Al in Ga is very low and the maximum solubility
of Ga in Al is approximately 9 at.%.
Gallium-aluminium alloys have already been considered as a potential water
splitter i.e. hydrogen generator[96]. Aluminium has always been known to fizz
out hydrogen almost instantaneously on reacting with water. However, the reaction
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halts at the surface of aluminium owing to the formation of an aluminium oxide layer
thus preventing further reaction to occur. Gallium being liquid at room temperature
(m.p. 29.7 ◦C) allows the aluminium oxide formed to stay localised in the gallium
aluminium alloy. Aluminium clusters have been reported to be stable at 1000 K
[97] and also argued to significantly increase the rate of hydrogen production when
reacting with water [97, 98, 99] due to the increased surface to volume ratio.
This thesis investigates how the addition of aluminium affects the geometric &
electronic structure and thermodynamics of cationic gallium clusters. Presence of ex-
perimental and modelled data for twenty atom gallium and aluminium monometal-
lic clusters makes this size an ideal choice. For a twenty atom cluster size, gallium
shows greater-than-bulk melting behaviour but aluminium does not. So, what hap-
pens when a bimetallic cluster GaxAly
+ is heated? Does it show greater-than-bulk
melting behaviour for this nanoalloy mixture as well and how does the composition
of individual atomic entities in this cluster impact the melting temperature of the
nanoalloy? Employing first principles based calculations, answers to these questions
have been provided in this work. Another aim of this study is to create a solid-
liquid-like melting phase diagram for a twenty atom gallium-aluminium bimetallic
cluster system and to understand the reasons behind the greater-than-bulk melting
behaviour. The next chapter describes the theoretical background and the adopted
methodology for performing the calculations and tools to analyse the generated data.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
This chapter gives an overview of the methods employed in this research to study the
thermodynamic properties of the gallium-aluminium clusters. A cluster is considered
as a collection of ions surrounded by electrons. Density functional theory (DFT)
is used to treat the interacting electrons (many-body system) followed by Born-
Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) for combining the electronic and nuclear
degrees of freedom and thus, to study the evolution of the system over time. These
methods have been described in the next few sections. The literature on DFT is large
and some excellent reviews and collection of research papers cover it extensively[100,
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108].
2.1 Background
The full many-body Hamiltonian for a cluster system comprising Na ions and Ne
interacting electrons is given by
Hˆ =
−h¯2
2
Na∑
I
1
MI
∇2I +
−h¯2
2me
Ne∑
i
∇2i −
1
4pi0
Na∑
I
Ne∑
i
ZIe
2
|RI − ri|+
1
4pi0
Ne−1∑
i
Ne∑
j>i
e2
|ri − rj| +
1
4pi0
Na−1∑
I
Na∑
J>I
ZIZJe
2
|RI −RJ | . (2.1)
Here the lower case and the upper case indices represent the electrons and the ions;
M, me denote the mass of the ion and the electron and R, r give the ionic and elec-
tronic coordinates respectively. The first two terms in Eq. 2.1 represent the kinetic
energy of ions and electrons respectively; the third term is the attractive potential
energy between the nuclei and electrons (VˆeN or Vˆext); the fourth and fifth terms are
the repulsive Coulomb potentials associated with the electrons (Vˆee) and the nuclei
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(VˆNN) respectively. Using the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation
∗[109], the
true wave function ψ for the whole system can be approximated as
ψ(ri , RI) = ψel(ri ;RI) ψN(RI), (2.2)
where the electronic contribution is expressed by
Hˆel ψel(ri ;RI) = Eel ψel(ri ;RI) , (2.3a)
Hˆel = Tˆ + Vˆee + VˆeN , (2.3b)
Tˆ =
−h¯2
2me
Ne∑
i
∇2i , (2.3c)
and the nuclear part is solved as
(VNN + Eel) ψN(RI) = E ψN(RI), (2.4)
respectively. Although BO approximation simplifies the problem of solving the
Schro¨dinger equation for the full system of ions and electrons
Hˆ ψ(ri , RI) = E ψ(ri , RI), (2.5)
the many body term Vee still stays intractable. This problem was reduced by Ho-
henberg, Kohn and Sham to an effective one-electron problem by replacing the in-
teracting electron system by a non-interacting one having the same electronic charge
density.
2.2 Density Functional Theory
Hohenberg and Kohn proved two theorems[110] and thereby laid down the founda-
tions of density functional theory (DFT) in 1964. Very generally, the two theorems
are:
1. The external potential, Vext, is uniquely determined by the ground state elec-
tronic charge density ρ0(r)
†.
2. The ground-state energy, a functional of the electronic charge density, attains
∗The nuclei being heavier than electrons (MI >> me) move much slower than them. Thus, it
is assumed that the electrons instantaneously follow the motion of the nuclei, thereby allowing for
a separate treatment of the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.
†The single particle electronic charge density is defined as
ρ(r) = Ne
∫ · · · ∫ |ψ(r, r2, r3, , rNe)|2d3r2d3r3 · · · d3rNe
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its minimum value with respect to variations in the electronic charge density
when the system is in its ground state i.e. the correct ground state electron
density minimises the ground state energy functional for the many-body sys-
tem.
Based on the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, Kohn and Sham (KS) presented
a formulation[111] of DFT which led to its practical implementation. For a system
with Ne electrons, the total electronic energy can be written as
E[ρ] = F [ρ] +
∫
Vion(r)ρ(r), (2.6a)
with, F [ρ] = T [ρ] + Ec[ρ] + Exc[ρ]. (2.6b)
Here, Vion is the external potential due to Na ions, T [ρ] is the kinetic energy of
the interacting electrons having charge density ρ(r), Ec is the electronic Coulomb
energy and Exc contains all the additional effects i.e., the exchange and correlation
parts.
Kohn-Sham formulation replaces the exact kinetic energy functional of inter-
acting electrons, T [ρ], by that of a non-interacting electronic system having the
same electron density ρ i.e. Ts[ρ] and the exchange-correlation energy functional is
redefined to include the quantum corrections as
Exc[ρ] = E
exact
xc [ρ] + T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]. (2.7)
The Kohn-Sham total energy functional‡ is given by
E[{ψi} , {RI}] = Ts[{ψi}] + Ec[ρ] + Eext[ρ, {RI}] + Exc[ρ] + Eion, (2.8)
where ψi are the single particle wave functions, RI are the ionic coordinates and
ρ(r) is the electronic charge density given by
ρ(r) =
occ∑
i
ni|ψi(r)|2. (2.9)
Here, ni denotes the occupancy of the ith eigenstate with the sum performed over all
the occupied states. In Eq. 2.8, the first three terms representing the exact kinetic
energy for the system of non-interacting electrons, the classical Coulomb energy and
‡Here each electron is being viewed to move in an effective field due to all the other electrons.
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the electron-ion interaction (external) energy contribution are calculated as
Ts =
∑
i
ni
∫
ψ∗i
[
−∇
2
2
]
ψi dr, (2.10a)
Ec =
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r − r′| dr dr
′, (2.10b)
Eext =
∫
Vion(r)ρ(r)dr, (2.10c)
respectively. The exchange-correlation energy contribution is represented by the
fourth term Exc whose exact form is known only for a few idealised systems. Hence,
approximations are necessary to evaluate the value of Exc. Local density approxi-
mation (LDA)[111, 112] is one of the most widely used forms to evaluate Exc, where
a parametrized form for an inhomogeneous electron gas is constructed from that of
a homogeneous electron gas. Given by
ELDAxc =
∫
ρ(r)(ρ)dr, (2.11)
where (ρ) is exchange-correlation energy per particle for a uniform electron gas of
density ρ, LDA has been by and large successful[103], in describing ground state
properties of various systems having ionic, covalent or metallic interactions. How-
ever, being a purely local approximation makes LDA appropriate for systems where
the electron density varies slowly such as simple metals. For inhomogeneous sys-
tems where the electron distribution is unlike that of uniform electron gas, such as
transition metals, molecules, ionic crystals and surfaces, the LDA approximation is
not accurate. LDA over binds these systems with the resulting lattice constants and
bond lengths being too small.
Going beyond LDA, generalized gradient approximations (GGA) have improved
the exchange-correlation energies estimations. It is expressed as
EGGAxc = E
LDA
xc +
∫
ρ(r)fxc[ρ(r),∇ρ(r)]dr. (2.12)
The choice of fxc is not unique and various forms[113, 114, 115] have been proposed
in recent years, rendering DFT to be an approximate formulation. There is already
a veritable plethora of exchange-correlation functionals[116, 117, 118, 119] in use
today and it remains an area of active research.
The last term Eion in Eq. 2.8 represents the Coulomb energy due to ionic con-
tributions which is a constant for a fixed ionic position is expressed as
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Eion =
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
ZIZJ
|RI −RJ | . (2.13)
Here ZI denotes the nuclear charge on the I th nucleus. At its minimum value,
the Kohn-Sham energy functional corresponds to the ground state energy of the
system. Following the variational procedure, we get a set of equations (known as
Kohn-Sham equations) from which the electronic state functions ψi which minimises
the Kohn-Sham energy functional is obtained[
−∇
2
2
+ Veff (r)
]
ψi(r) = i ψi(r). (2.14)
The effective potential Veff is given by
Veff = Vc(r) + Vion(r) + Vxc(r), (2.15)
where
Vc(r) =
∫
ρ(r′)
|r − r′|dr
′, (2.16a)
Vxc(r) =
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
. (2.16b)
The above set of equations must be solved self-consistently to obtain the physi-
cal quantities E and ρ(r). Further simplifications[120] to the density functional
approach have been added to make the calculations, involving isolated molecules,
clusters or crystals, computationally affordable on modern computer architecture.
• The use of Bloch theorem[121] to approximate Vext as a periodic potential
when considering a periodic arrangement of ions in a regular crystal lattice.
For isolated molecules and clusters, a supercell approach is used. All this
is done using the plane wave basis set to represent electronic orbital wave
functions.
• Another approximation (pseudopotentials) based upon the observation that
the core electrons largely remain unaffected by the chemical environment sur-
rounding an atom is used to reduce the calculations from a complete de-
scription of all the electronic wavefunctions to considering only the valence
electrons[122, 123]. Thus, it is assumed that the contribution of the core elec-
trons to the total binding energy remains largely unchanged when isolated
atoms form molecule or crystals.
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The atomic wavefunctions are eigenstates of the atomic Hamiltonian and hence
are orthogonal to each other. The core states are localised in the vicinity of
the atomic nucleus and thus the valence states must oscillate rapidly in the
region occupied by the core electrons so as to maintain the orthogonality. The
rapid oscillation leads to a large kinetic energy for the valence electrons in the
core region, and cancels roughly the increase in the potential energy due to
Coulombic repulsion between the electrons.
The use of an effective pseudopotential replaces the effect of the core electrons.
Furthermore, pseudo-wavefunctions are introduced which vary smoothly in the
region occupied by the core electrons[124, 125, 126, 127, 128].
Corso et al.[129] found GGA approximations of the form proposed by Becke and
Perdew (BP)[130, 131] and Perdew and Wang (PW)[113] to give total energies of
atoms and cohesive energies of solids such as Si, GaAs and Al in closer agreement
than LDA. Furthermore, they found that the pseudopotential approach is as good as
the all-electron approach and among the two GGA exchange-correlation functionals,
the PW functional resulted in values marginally and systematically closer to the
experiments.
2.3 Born-Oppenhemier molecular dynamics
(BOMD)
Molecular dynamics (MD)[132] is a simulation technique of mimicking the physical
movements of atoms and molecules at finite temperatures. DFT, being a method
for calculating the ground state properties, cannot by itself be used to study the
behaviour of the system at finite temperatures. However, the BO approximation
provides a way to couple the accurate electronic structure calculations with the
dynamical equations of motion to obtain the ionic trajectories at finite temperatures.
As a first step, for a given ionic configuration, the electronic Schro¨dinger equation
is solved. The traditional BOMD uses the obtained ground state electron density,
in the next step, to update the position of the ionic cores using the time dependent
Schro¨dinger equation, where the nuclear kinetic energy term corresponds to the
temperature at which ion dynamics is to be observed
[
TN + E
]
ψN(R, t) = ιh¯
∂
∂t
ψN(R, t). (2.17)
Our approach is to use the implementation in the Vienna ab-initio simulation
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package[133, 134, 135, 136] where the ionic positions are updated based on New-
ton’s laws of motion in the second stage. The force acting on a particular atom i is
calculated as the negative gradient of the ‘interaction’ potential as
∂PI
∂t
= FI ,
= −∇IE(R),
(2.18)
where E is same as in Eq. 2.4 which contains the ground state electron density con-
tribution in the form of an effective electronic field and the ion-ion potential energy.
Using the Hellmann-Feynmann theorem[137, 138], the gradient of the effective elec-
tronic field can be equated to the expectation value of the gradient of the electronic
Hamiltonian corresponding to the ground state electron density as
−∇Iεeffe (R) =
〈
ψ0|∇IHe(R)|ψ0
〉
, (2.19)
thus allowing us to calculate the forces on the ions in a ‘stationary’ electronic picture.
Using Newton’s laws of motion, the acceleration and thereby the position of
an atom after the subsequent time step dt is determined using either the Verlet
method[139] where the velocities are not calculated (on the fly) to compute the
trajectory t
xi(t+ dt) = 2xi(t)− xi(t− dt) + F
x
i
mi
dt2, (2.20)
or the velocity Verlet algorithm[140, 141], which is used in VASP, where the velocities
are explicitly calculated to obtain the atomic positions for each iteration
xi(t+ dt) = xi(t) + v
x
i (t)dt+
F xi (t)
2mi
dt2, (2.21a)
vi(t+ dt) = v
x
i (t) +
F xi (t+ dt) + F
x
i (t)
2mi
dt. (2.21b)
In Classical MD[142, 132, 143], an empirical interaction potential, say V, is
determined through which the ions are allowed to interact for a period of time
imitating a “real” motion. The force, say the x-component, acting on a particular
atom i is calculated as the negative gradient of this interaction potential
Fi = −∂V
∂xi
, (2.22)
and the calculation of the ionic trajectory follows similar steps as described above.
It must be noted that the computational cost of DFT-based MD is much higher, so
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restricts the size of the system dramatically when compared to classical MD.
Steenbergen[144] performed classical MD simulations on small gallium clusters
using the GaN Tersoff potentials[145] on Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)[146, 147]. Erratic and irregular canonical heat ca-
pacity plots were obtained for all the cluster sizes simulated. Inconsistencies in the
caloric curves were also observed. This highlights the limitations of the applica-
tion of classical MD in small Ga cluster systems. The electron-electron interactions
should be considered explicitly to capture the underlying thermodynamics with suf-
ficient accuracy, hence the need to apply first principles based MD techniques to
study such systems.
2.3.1 Parallel tempering
For a system which has numerous potential energy minima associated[148, 149],
a faster scheme is necessary to not only explore the maximum potential energy
surface in the limited simulation time but also to reach faster convergence with
first principles based MD. Parallel tempering is a method designed for this case.
Parallel tempering, also known as replica exchange, involves parallel runs (copies)
of the system at different temperatures. After a constant number of time-steps,
two configurations (temperatures) are selected and based on the calculation of an
acceptance probability, swapping is either accepted or rejected. The main idea is
to make configurations at high temperatures available to low temperature runs and
vice versa resulting in a very robust ensemble which is able to sample both low and
high energy configurations.
In the MD calculations reported in this thesis, the parallel tempering scheme
proposed by Calvo and co-workers[148] for the microcanonical ensemble is followed.
The acceptance probability, which defines the rate at which a configuration r1 can
be swapped with another configuration r2 at two different energy trajectories E1
and E2 in a microcanonical ensemble is given by
acc(r1 → r2) = min
(
1,
ρE,L(r2)T (r2 → r1)
ρE,L(r1)T (r1 → r2)
)
, (2.23)
where T (r2 → r1) is the trial probability and ρE,L(r) is the microcanonical weight
or the equilibrium distribution given by
ρE,L(r) = ζ
−1 1√
det I
Θ[E − UL(r)][E − UL(r)]3N/2−4. (2.24)
Here I is the inertia matrix, ζ is the normalisation factor, Θ is the Heaviside step
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the parallel tempering molecular dynamics in the
microcanonical ensemble. Each colour represents a different configuration.
function with UL(r) being the angular momentum (L) contribution to the potential
energy. Eq. 2.23 ensures that the configurational “random walk” samples the con-
figurational space according to the equilibrium distribution as described in Eq. 2.24.
In the microcanonical ensemble, the quantity T (r2 → r1) is replaced by the micro-
canonical weight as described in Eq. 2.24 and assumes the final form as
acc(r1 → r2) = min
(
1,
(
[E1 − U(r2)][E2 − U(r1)]
[E1 − U(r1)][E2 − U(r2)]
) 3N
2
− 4 )
. (2.25)
Here, U(ri) denotes the effective rotational-vibrational potential energy for config-
uration ri. The obtained acceptance probability is compared to a random number
§
between 0 and 1, and if found greater then the swapping is accepted or else rejected.
Fig. 2.1 shows a general schematic overview of the parallel tempering process. After
a particular number of MD steps, say n, all the trajectories are stopped and two are
randomly selected. The acceptance or rejection of the swapping process is based on
the calculated acceptance probability as described in Eq. 2.25. The two configura-
tions are swapped is swapping is accepted and all the trajectories are resumed for
the next n steps.
§The random number must satisfy two properties: uniformity and independence.
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2.4 Simulation details
The DFT calculations have been performed using the large core (i.e. considering
only 3s23p1 and 4s24p1 as valence electrons in Al and Ga respectively) projector
augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials[150, 151] and the generalised gradient
approximation (GGA) in the Perdew Wang form (PW91)[152, 153] is used to ap-
proximate the exchange-correlation part of the total Hamiltonian as implemented
in Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)[133, 134, 135, 136]. The choice of
the pseudopotentials and the exchange correlation functional has been made after
a detailed study on the gallium dimer (Ga2), Ga6 and Ga20 clusters as described in
[144]. Furthermore, the settings for performing the DFT and molecular dynamics
calculations has also been rigorously tested by Steenbergen[144]. For geometry op-
timisation of clusters, an energy cutoff of 350 eV was used which was reset to the
default value (240.437 eV for Al and 134.733 eV for Ga), as provided by VASP, dur-
ing the molecular dynamics runs. Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD)
calculations, as implemented in VASP, is performed for a small time in the canon-
ical ensemble to better gauge the initial velocities for different temperatures in the
subsequent microcanonical ensembles. Simulation parameters and MD time specific
to each cluster have been mentioned in the following chapters. Parallel tempering is
implemented as wrapper code to the BOMD where after every 100 time steps, two
trajectories are randomly selected and based on the calculated acceptance probabil-
ity (as described in the previous section) the structures are either swapped or the
swapping is ignored. From hereby onwards, the word ‘temperature’, characterising
the average kinetic energy per particle of the system, in the microcanonical ensemble
refers to the average temperature considering all the particles in the system.
2.5 Statistical indicators of melting and structural
dynamics
Melting in clusters refers to the phenomenon of phase transition from a solidlike state
to a liquidlike state. Unlike bulk phases where the phase transition is indicated
by a discontinuity (or singularity) in the thermodynamic variable at a particular
temperature, in clusters the change is spread across a range of temperatures due to
finite size effects. This section describes the statistical methods and indices used
in this research to study the phase transition and the structural/dynamical changes
with temperature in different gallium aluminium nanoalloy clusters.
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2.5.1 Multiple histogram method
To evaluate the specific heat curves, the use of discrete analysis would give a single
value of the specific heat for every microcanonical simulation. As outlined in Ref.
[154], variance of the kinetic energy is used as a measure of the heat capacity and
temperature in the microcanonical ensemble. The microcanonical specific heat is
given by
cv(E1) =
(
3N − 6
2
− 1
)[
N
(
3N − 6
2
− 1
)
−N
(
3N − 6
2
− 2
)
Yi
Z2i
]−1
, (2.26)
where N is the total number of atoms, i is the index which runs over each of the
microcanonical trajectories and Y, Z is given by
Yi =
〈
Ki
〉2
t
〈
K−2i
〉
t
, (2.27)
Zi =
〈
Ki
〉
t
〈
K−1i
〉
t
. (2.28)
respectively. Here, Ki is the kinetic energy. The microcanonical temperature is
given by
T (Ei) =
1
kB
[(
3N − 6
2
− 1
)〈
K−1i
〉
t
]−1
. (2.29)
Obtaining one specific heat value per energy simulation yielded specific heat curves
with large error bars and lacked sufficient detail to discern the overall nature of the
melting transition. This proved to be a significant limitation in our first principles
MD investigation.
The multiple histogram (MH) method[155, 156, 27] provides a way to stitch
together the thermodynamical behaviour from discrete temperature MD trajectories
and thus obtain continuous thermodynamic quantities in the microcanonical and
canonical ensembles respectively. As described by Calvo and Labastie[157], the
normalised probability distribution for potential energies U at total energy E in a
microcanonical run is
P (U ;E) =
ΩK(E − U) ΩC(U)
Ω(E)
, (2.30)
where ΩK and ΩC are the kinetic energy and configurational (potential energy)
density of states (DOS) respectively. Analytically, the kinetic energy density of
states is given by
ΩK(K) = BK
ν
2
−1. (2.31)
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Here, only the vibrational degrees of freedom (ν) is considered which equals 3N −6,
N being the total number of atoms, and B being a constant. To determine the
configurational density of states, consider a microcanonical run at total energy Ei.
The probability of finding a configurational energy Uj between
[
Uj − ∆U/2, Uj +
∆U/2
]
is equal to p(Uj, Ei)∆U (or simply pij∆U), which numerically is given by
pij =
nij∑
j
nij
. (2.32)
Here nij denotes the total number of configurational energies Uj between
[
Uj −
∆U/2, Uj + ∆U/2
]
during the MD run. In the microcanonical ensemble, nij is
expressed as
nij = αi(Ei − Uj)(3N−8)/2Ωj, (2.33)
where Ωj is the binned configurational DOS and αi is an additive constant. For
every microcanonical run Ei, the nij obtained forms an approximately bell shaped
histogram across the range of potential energies j. Evenly spaced selection of Ei’s
gives us good overlap between the different histograms, which is then used to de-
termine the configurational DOS (ΩC) and the total DOS (ΩE) across the energy
range given by
Ω(E) =
∫ E
0
ΩK(K)ΩC(E −K)dK. (2.34)
Coupling the calculated configurational and total DOS with the equations of the
MH specific heat[158] gives us the continuous microcanonical and canonical specific
heat curves from the discrete Ei microcanonical runs.
Convergence
To ascertain the convergence of the microcanonical runs at all the temperatures,
the sliding window analysis technique[13] is used. The width of the window is
kept constant, equal to the difference of the length of the microcanonical run and
the equilibration time. The specific heat curves both in the microcanonical and
the canonical ensemble are plotted for ten consecutive time windows which are
incremented in 1 ps intervals. The convergence criteria over the ten consecutive
time windows i.e. 10 ps, is: (a) the temperature corresponding to the peak in
the canonical specific heat plot changes by less than 10 K, and (b) the energy
corresponding to the microcanonical specific heat plot changes by less than 0.01
eV/atom. Also, the general character and overall shape of each specific heat curve
has to remain consistent over all the time windows as well.
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2.5.2 Root mean square (RMS) bond-length fluctuation
Distance fluctuation criterion is one of the empirical rules useful in predicting the
onset of melting transition. The Berry parameter[159], loosely referred to as the
Lindemann index, characterises the phase transitions in irregular finite systems by
calculating the root-mean-square relative bond-length fluctuations. Calculated as
δrms =
2
N · (N − 1)
∑
i>j
(< r2ij >t − < rij >2t )1/2
< rij >t
, (2.35)
where <> t denotes the time average of the quantity within brackets and the other
symbols have their usual meaning, the index manages to replicate the bulk-like-
behaviour by converging to an almost constant value, ∼0.3 for gallium clusters[13,
160], after the melting temperature. In bulk systems, the solid-liquid phase tran-
sition is reflected by sudden increases of 10-15% in the bond-length variance, δrms
[161, 162].
2.5.3 Pair distribution function (PDF) and average coordi-
nation number
Denoted as g(r), the averaged PDFs are the real space representations of correlations
in atomic position[142]. Being independent of orientation, it is a useful tool when
comparing different structures and also the changes in the structure at different
temperatures. It is calculated as
g(r) =
2
N · (N − 1)
N∑
i=1
∑
j>i
< δ(|rij| − r) >, (2.36)
where N denotes the number of atoms and rij represents the distance between the
atoms i and j. An averaged pair distribution function plot shows the structure of the
cluster with respect to all the constituting atoms, an example of a PDF is shown in
Fig. 2.2 for a crystal lattice as shown in its inset. The average coordination number
uses the nearest neighbour distance as cutoff to assess changes in the cluster structure
over time and temperature. An average coordination number for a particular atom at
a given temperature gives the average number of neighbouring atoms the concerned
atom is surrounded by during the MD trajectory. Here, the cutoff distance for an
atom to be considered a neighbour is the first minima in g(r).
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Figure 2.2: A plot of the pair distribution function calculated for a phase as shown
in inset. The terminology is suggested in [163] and the picture has been obtained
from Ref.[164].
2.5.4 Mean squared displacement (MSD) and diffusion co-
efficient
Unlike the Lindemann index which resembles a ‘macroscopic’ analysis, the MSD
can be obtained for each atom of the cluster thereby allowing an assessment of the
individual i.e., ‘microscopic’, atomic contribution to the overall behaviour of the
system. It is expressed as
〈
ri(t)
〉
=
1
M
M∑
m=1
[Ri(tm + t)−Ri(tm)]2, (2.37)
where R denotes the position of the i-th atom at the time within (), M is the number
of time origins with other symbols as described previously. Using different starting
points, i.e. time origins, to perform the MSD analysis allows the statistics to be
independent of the time when calculation starts. Comparing to just one starting
point can lead to spurious and unreliable results.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Random walk in two dimensions at four consecutive time steps. (b)
Plot showing squared displacements according to the time intervals. Note that the
data becomes less for longer time intervals. (c) Average of all the data points at
every time interval. The lesser the number of data points, the more the error. The
picture has been obtained from Ref.[166].
The mean squared displacement allows us to calculate the diffusion coefficient,
D, for each atom in the nanoalloy cluster. It is calculated as
D ≡ 1
2d
lim
t→∞
〈
ri(t)
〉
t
, (2.38)
where the numerator is the mean squared displacement of the atom i as described
in Eq. 2.37, t is time and d is the dimensionality of the system (in our case 3). The
slope of the MSD plot is calculated using a linear least squares regression fit, which is
equal to (2dD), from which the diffusion coefficient is obtained. Note that the mean
squared displacement is proportional to the observation time only at sufficiently
long times. Furthermore, for finite systems such as clusters, the diffusion coefficient
is meaningful only over a small time range where the slope is constant[165]. An
example of mean squared displacement for a two-dimensional random walk at four
consecutive time intervals is shown in Fig. 2.3. As the time increases, the number of
MSD data decreases thereby leading to an increase in the error. In the MSD data
reported in this thesis, the time during which MSD is calculated for each atom of
the cluster has been decreased appropriately, so that at all the time intervals the
number of data points are the same. Moreover, the atoms of the cluster mimic a
‘confined random walk’ as shown in Fig. 2.4. Thus, after the initial few picoseconds,
the MSD curve is expected to plateau as is shown in the next few chapters.
It should also be noted that all the methods described above to analyse the cluster
structure and dynamics can get affected by the parallel tempering(PT) swaps. The
intention of using the RMS bond-length fluctuation is to show the drastic change in
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Figure 2.4: Different types of random walk and their corresponding plot: (a)
isotropic, (b) confined and, (c) partially confined (hopping). The picture has been
obtained from Ref.[166].
its value from the lowest energy run to the highest energy run simulated. Extensive
testing revealed the values of δrms at the lowest and highest energy to be consistent
with the PT-independent simulations. However, between these two regions the
actual value of δrms must be treated with caution. The effect of PT was also minimal
in the MSD calculations at the lowest and the highest energy. But in the phase
transition region, it can also get affected by PT and hence instead of its actual value
only the general trend is used in analysing the behaviour of the atoms.
2.5.5 Velocity auto-correlation function (VACF) and power
spectrum
The indices described so far process the data obtained from the cartesian coordinates
of the participating atoms and thus can get affected by parallel tempering. Velocity
autocorrelation function (VACF) and the corresponding power spectrum[142] uses
the velocity of the atoms to observe changes in the cluster with increasing temper-
atures, and thus remains unaffected by parallel tempering. It is calculated as
C(t) =
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 ~vi(t0j) · ~vi(t0j + t)∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1 ~vi(t0j) · ~vi(t0j)
, (2.39)
where C(t) represents the VACF at time t at the specified temperature and ~vi
represents the velocity of the atom i. To gauge the phase transition, it attempts to
measure the correlations in atomic motion with time at different temperatures. For
a cluster to be in a solidlike phase, the strongly correlated atomic motion is reflected
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by the oscillatory behaviour of C(t) with time. As the temperature increases, the
atoms start to diffuse and the correlations in atomic motion tend to disappear with
C(t) becoming relatively flat around the 0 value of C(t).
A Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function is called the power
spectrum or vibrational spectrum
I(ω) = 2
∫ ∞
0
C(t) · cos(ωt)dt. (2.40)
Here ω is the cyclic frequency. The power spectrum effectively translates the corre-
lations in atomic motion over frequency and thus can help discern information about
the individual atomic processes by analysing atom specific I i(ω). To observe phase
transition from power spectrum, Yen et al.[167] proposed that the phase transition
temperature is one where the power spectra of the internal and surface atoms over-
lap. Furthermore, at this phase transition temperature the low frequency ω for all
the atoms must become indistinguishable.
2.6 Partial atomic charges: Quantum theory of
atoms-in-molecules (QTAIM)
To understand and characterise the ground state electron density of the clusters, the
distribution of partial charges between the atoms of the cluster have been observed.
The topology of the electronic charge density of the molecular system is used to
define atomic boundaries within the molecule in the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (QTAIM) as formulated by Richard Bader[168]. An atom is considered an
open system whose occupied volume (in the real space) is governed by the topological
condition of zero-flux of the total electronic charge density
∇ρ(r) · n(r) = 0. (2.41)
An integration performed on the electron density associated within each atomic
volume gives the charge density (‘Bader charges’ ) associated with the corresponding
ion of the molecule. Using this method, the calculated partial charges associated
with each ion in the cluster is independent of the basis set used to calculate the
total electronic charge density. A freely available software[169] is used to analyse
the spatial charge distribution within the gallium aluminium nanoalloy clusters.
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2.7 Electron localisation function
Electron localisation function (ELF) was originally proposed by Becke and Edge-
combe [170] and further developed by Silvi and Savin[171] for using it with DFT
and proposing the topological classifications. The pair electron density P σσ
′
(~r1, ~r2)
gives the probability of finding an electron with spin σ at ~r1 and another electron
with spin σ′ at ~r2 respectively. Because opposite spin electrons can occupy the same
region of space as also stated by Pauli’s principle, it becomes difficult to obtain and
apply the opposite spin pair electron density in the context of electron localisation.
Realising this, Becke and Edgecombe went a step further to use the same spin con-
ditional pair electron density P σσ
′
cond(~r1, ~r2) i.e. the probability of finding an electron
of same spin at ~r2 when for surety there is one at ~r1 as given by
P σσcond(~r1, ~r2) =
P σσ(~r1, ~r2)
ρσ(~r)
. (2.42)
to formulate their theory. Note that the single electron density is a three dimen-
sional quantity, so a pair electron density would be six dimensional. However, if the
calculations are done with respect to ~r (= (~r1 +~r2)/2) and s (= |~r1−~r2|), the same
spin conditional pair electron density becomes a four dimensional quantity viz. x,
y, z coordinates of ~r and the scaler s.
Further to the theory, observation of conditional probability as s → 0 i.e. in the
vicinity of electron at ~r1 (reference electron) requires a Taylor series expansion of
P σσ(~r, s):
P σσ(~r, s) =
1
3
(τσ − 1
4
(∇ρσ)2
ρσ
)︸ ︷︷ ︸ s2 + · · · , (2.43)
where τσ is the kinetic energy density. Note that if the term in the bracket of
Eq. 2.43 referred as Dσ is small, it means the probability of finding another elec-
tron of same spin near the reference electron is small i.e. the reference electron
is localized. Scaling Dσ to the kinetic energy density of homogeneous electron gas
D0σ (=
3
5
(6pi2)2/3ρ5/3), the ELF index is locked between 0 and 1 as shown in Eq. 2.44;
the higher the value of ELF, the stronger the localization in that region
ELF =
1
1 + (Dσ
D0σ
)2
. (2.44)
Savin et al.[172] generalised the term Dσ for a spin independent pair electron
density which is simply a measure of the excess kinetic energy density of the system
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under study to the von Weizsacker kinetic energy density
D =
1
2
∑
i
(∇φi)2 − 1
8
(∇ρ)2
ρ
. (2.45)
2.7.1 Topology analysis of ELF
In order to remove the arbitrariness of scaling in ELF, Savin et al.[172] proposed a
topology based analysis. Transformation of the numerical scale into a colour scale
(or isosurfaces) gives a qualitative feel to the whole analysis. The analysis focusses
on characterizing electron pair regions with special emphasis on regions where ELF
shows a maxima.
The position of maxima in ELF is known as an attractor. The domain or basin
of an attractor represents all points in space from which the attractor is reached
(by considering the path of steepest ascent). Consider the figure 2.5. Replicating
the concept of isosurface in 1-D, a line is drawn where the ELF value is α. The
points which fall on this line will represent a volume in 3-D i.e. volume enclosed
by the isosurface. They are known as f-domains. Thus, there are three f-domains
for the value α in the figure below. Notice, that if the α is decreased, a stage will
come when there is only one f-domain, the difference being in the former case, each
f-domain encloses one attractor but the latter enclose three.
If f-domains contain more than one attractor, they can be reduced (i.e., reducible
f-domains) else they are referred as irreducible f-domains. Focussing next on the
basins formed by the irreducible f-domains, if the basin contains a nucleus (proton
excluded) it is called core basin (C) else a valence basin (V). Valence basin will
always be connected to one core basin at least. A basin which represents a lone
electron pair will be connected to one core basin and its attractor is referred as
monosynaptic. A basin which represents a covalent bond will be connected to two
core basins and its attractor is referred as disynaptic. Higher synaptic orders also
exist. Hydrogen (containing no core electron) is an exception: its ELF appears to
have a basin with large volume.
Bifurcation is another concept applied to ELF topologies. At very low ELF
isosurface values, there is only one f-domain which can be further reduced. On in-
creasing the ELF isosurface value, the basins start to separate (i.e. bifurcate) and
more f-domains appear. The points of bifurcation signifies minima in the ELF func-
tion. Lower bifurcation values correspond to higher localization of the corresponding
basins.
In the next chapter, a comparison of ELF topology of small gallium clusters
using VASP and Gaussian[173] is provided. Different ELF topology from both the
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Figure 2.5: An example of the electron localization domain for a gallium dimer
showing the presence of an attractor in between the two ionic cores.
softwares for the clusters reflects that any conclusion on the existent bonding in
these systems should be attempted cautiously.
Chapter 3
Electron localisation function
Orthorhomic under normal conditions with four covalently bonded dimers in the unit
cell: this describes the bulk phase of gallium (α-Ga) under standard conditions. It
is the presence of these dimers which leads to a ‘molecular-metal’ picture [69]. In
fact, the intermolecular energy obtained as the difference of bulk and dimer cohesive
energies correlate nicely with the low melting temperature (303 K) of gallium [174].
To understand the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour of small gallium clusters,
Kanhere and co-workers [175, 75, 17] used the electron localization function (ELF)
topologies to address the underlying bonding in these systems. They observed that
the ELF isosurfaces connected the gallium atoms in the cluster and hence concluded
the existence of a covalent bond. Moreover, they attributed these covalent bonds to
be responsible for the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour.
There are two aspects to this conclusion: (a) the connections of basins in the
(a) Ga30 (b) Ga31 (c) α-Ga unit cell
Figure 3.1: (a) and (b) show the electron localization function (ELF) isosurfaces
are at isosurface value (χ = 0.68) and the black lines show the connected basins.
(Reproduced with permission from [175].) (c) ELF topology for α-Ga bulk unit cell
at isosurface value (χ = 0.65). (Reproduced with permission from [160].)
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ELF picture is a signature of the covalent bond, and (b) it is the covalent bond which
is really responsible for the gallium clusters to show the greater-than-bulk melting
behaviour. Steenbergen et al. [160] argue that the presence of a covalent bond
between two atoms can be identified by the presence of attractors between them in
the ELF topology as shown in Fig. 3.1(c). However, in the case of clusters they did
not identify any attractor between the atoms disconnected from that of the ionic
cores as the isosurface values were increased leading to doubts regarding the presence
of covalency in these clusters. This illustrates the difficulty in interpretation of the
electron localisation function.
This chapter compares the topologies of the electron localisation function ob-
tained from two different softwares VASP [133, 134, 135, 136] and Gaussian [173]
and tries to establish that ELF analysis is not sufficient to comment on the charac-
ter of bonds in these systems. First the gallium dimer (Ga2) is studied, followed by
the pure gallium clusters in the size range 3 to 8 atoms.
3.1 Computational details
The details of the geometry optimisation calculations is the same as that described
in the previous chapter. Density functional theory calculations in Gaussian 09 soft-
ware used the PW91 exchange-correlation functional [152, 153, 176, 177, 178] with
Dunning-type cc-pVTZ basis set [179]. ELF isosurfaces were obtained from the
TOPMOD package [180]. The atomic visualisation and ELF topologies reported in
this or the subsequent chapters have been obtained either using VESTA [181] or
VMD [182] software.
3.2 Gallium dimer (Ga2)
The electronic ground state for a gallium dimer (Ga2) is
3Πu with the experimentally
measured bond length value of 2.75 A˚[183]. The bond length and binding energy
calculated from Gaussian for the triplet 3Πu state is 2.73 A˚ and -0.803 eV/atom
respectively. The ELF isosurface for the same is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The highest
and second highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital is shown in (b) and (c) subfigures of Fig. 3.2 respectively. For the
singlet 1Σ+g state, the calculated bond length and binding energy values are 3.044
A˚ and -0.552 eV/atom respectively and the ELF isosurface is shown in Fig. 3.2(d).
The bond length values are in close agreement with those calculated by Ralf and
Gaston at BP86/TZ2P level of theory [184].
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(a) ELF = 0.58 (b) HOMO and second-HOMO (c) LUMO
(d) ELF = 0.58 (e) HOMO (f) LUMO
(g) VASP (ELF = 0.58)
Figure 3.2: The triplet state (3Πu) (a, b, c) and the singlet state (
1Σ+g ) (d, e, f) of
Ga2 as calculated from Gaussian. The obtained ELF isosurface for triplet Ga2 from
VASP is shown in (g).
The ELF isosurface pictures of the triplet and singlet states bring out significant
differences in the topological shapes and the positions of the attractors. In the
singlet 1Σ+g state, the attractor between the core ion basin is a spherical ring as also
reflected by the HOMO. However, in the case of the triplet 3Πu state of gallium
dimer, the attractor between the core ion basin is bifurcated.
Calculations performed in VASP using a cell length of 15 A˚, and all the other
parameters as previously described, optimises the bond length of the gallium dimer
in the triplet state to 2.725 A˚ and the binding energy obtained is -0.835 eV/atom.
The ELF isosurface obtained for the triplet state is shown in Fig. 3.2(g). Thus,
although the bond lengths of 3Πu state in the gallium dimer is almost the same,
there is a clear difference in the ELF isosurface topology. VASP calculations use
pseudopotentials to approximate the effect of core electrons and consider only the
valence electrons (4s24p1) in the calculation of ELF. In Gaussian, an all-electron
calculation is performed to obtain the ELF isosurface which makes it more reliable.
3.3 Small gallium clusters (Gan; n = 3-8)
For small gallium clusters, the initial geometries have been taken from [174] and
the optimised geometries of Ga4, Ga6 and Ga8 are in good agreement with the
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(a) Ga3(0.57) (b) Ga3(0.65) (c) Ga4(0.57) (d) Ga4(0.65)
(e) Ga5(0.57) (f) Ga5(0.65) (g) Ga5(0.672) (h) Ga5(0.689)
(i) Ga6(0.55) (j) Ga6(0.60) (k) Ga6(0.682) (l) Ga7(0.55)
(m) Ga7(0.60) (n) Ga7(0.62) (o) Ga8(0.55)
(p) Ga8(0.598) (q) Ga8(0.659)
Figure 3.3: Electron localization function (ELF) isosurfaces for various gallium clus-
ters at isosurface’s value stated under brackets.
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previous calculations [184, 174, 185]. Fig. 3.3 shows the ELF isosurfaces obtained
from Gaussian for the gallium clusters having sizes between 3 to 8 atoms, with the
ELF isosurface value within brackets. In Ga3, the basins bifurcate and no attractor
is observed on the radial axis joining the atoms as the isosurface value is increased.
In Ga4, at low isosurface value, the basins are connected. However, as the isosurface
value is increased, the bifurcations bring out a different picture of attractors as also
shown in Fig. 3.3(d). From Ga5 to Ga8, the basin bifurcation shows the presence of
attractors between some of the participating atoms which are off-axis i.e. not present
on the line joining the two atoms. Fig. 3.3(e)-(q) shows the changes in the ELF
topology with changes in the isosurface value. The shape of the attractor observed
after the bifurcation of the ELF is similar to either of the attractors between the Ga
atoms obtained after the bifurcation of the triplet gallium dimer state 3Πu. Since,
the gallium dimer is covalently bonded with a similar ELF topology, these small
gallium clusters should also be considered to have some covalent contribution from
the ELF isosurface pictures obtained from Gaussian. However, the ELF isosurface
pictures obtained from VASP for larger cluster sizes for which melting simulation
have been performed do not show any attractor between the two participating Ga
atoms [160].
Fig. 3.4 shows the ELF isosurfaces along with bifurcations for Ga2, Ga4, Ga6
and Ga8 clusters obtained from Gaussian. Pairing of gallium atoms is observed
by the presence of an off-axis attractor when the separation between the atoms
is less than 2.5 A˚. This corresponds to some covalent character in the bonding
of the paired atoms. However, there is no way one can assess ‘how much’ covalent
character is present. These bonding patterns are clearly related to α-Ga, but without
better knowledge of the electronic states of the individual components (for example
presence of gallium dimer in Ga4 and Ga8) it is hard to make definitive conclusions.
We have demonstrated in this chapter that there can be significant differences in
the topology of a ‘bond’. Particularly for gallium clusters, this description should not
be used to conclude the existence of a covalent bond as demonstrated by Kanhere
and co-workers [175, 75, 17] as we have shown that the topologies obtained with
different softwares are different.
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(a) Ga
2
(i) (ii) (iii)
(c) Ga
6
Figure 3.4: Electron localization function (ELF) isosurfaces for Ga2, Ga4, Ga6 and
Ga8 at isosurface value 0.58. The inset images shows the bifurcations of the shaded
(arrow) basin at specific ELF isosurface values. For Ga2, (i) shows the ELF im-
ages for the singlet and (ii), (iii) for the triplet gallium dimer with optimized bond
distance of 2.45 A and 2.73 A respectively.
Chapter 4
Size effects in pure phases: Ga20
+
and Al20
+
Greater-than-bulk melting behaviour of Ga20
+ clusters has been observed both ex-
perimentally and in theoretical calculations[186, 13]. Aluminium belongs to the
same group as gallium in the periodic table (group 13) and has a similar ionisation
potential. However, it has a vacant d-shell and is 5.4% smaller in atomic radius
when compared to gallium. Moreover, experiments conducted on Al20
+ clusters do
not show a peak in the specific heat capacity plot[86]. Plausible explanations for
this observation are that either the Al20
+ cluster does not melt in the temperature
window observed during experiments, or it melts over a range of temperatures. This
chapter first briefly highlights the results of calculations performed by Steenbergen
et al.[13] on Ga20
+ cluster and then describes the results from the density functional
theory (DFT) calculations performed on Al20
+ cluster which is also seen to exhibit
the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour. Moreover, like the Ga20
+ cluster, there is
a significant difference in the mobilities of the internal and surface atoms of the
Al20
+ cluster below the melting temperature. Atoms-in-molecules analysis brings
out a picture of the monometallic clusters where there is strong charge segregation
between the internal and the surface atoms; the internal atoms become negatively
charged and the surface atoms become either, positively charged or stay neutral.
This difference in the environments of the internal and surface atoms compared
to the corresponding bulk phases suggests a physical picture of the origins of the
greater-than-bulk melting behaviour.
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4.1 Ga20
+ cluster
Steenbergen et al.[13] performed extensive DFT-based simulations on the melting
of Ga20 and Ga20
+ cluster. They studied the role played by the inclusion and
exclusion of d-electrons on the observed melting temperature by considering either
the large core (i.e. 4s24p1 as valence electrons) or small core (i.e. 3d104s24p1 as
valence electrons) pseudopotentials. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the
microcanonical ensemble incorporating parallel tempering were carried for 92 ps
(step size 2 fs) at 19 different temperatures. A summary of their results is as follows:
(a) Two distinct structures, stacked plane (SP) and capped sphere (CS), were
observed for the 20 atom gallium cluster as shown in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Stacked plane (A) and capped sphere (B) were the two distinct structures
observed during the initial testing of 20 atom gallium clusters.
(b) The computed melting temperature was found to be independent of whether
d-electrons were considered as core or valence electrons.
(c) The melting point of the neutral cluster was found to be greater than that of
the charged cluster.
(d) Analysis of the electronic structure using Bader charges, ELF and spherical
harmonics (SH) projected electronic density of states did not reveal any dif-
ference between the neutral and cationic cluster apart from the difference in
the total number of electrons. Bader analysis showed segregation of charge
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between the internal and surface sites, with internal sites getting strongly neg-
atively charged and surface sites being neutral or getting strongly positively
charged. Moreover, no signs of covalent bonding between the gallium atoms
through ELF isosurfaces was claimed.
4.2 Computational details
Similar methodology was followed as used for Ga20
+ to simulate the melting tran-
sition in Al20
+ cluster. The global minimum structure of Ga20 cluster[187, 13] was
used as the starting structure for Al20
+ cluster. This structure, named as stacked
plane (SP) or 1-5-1-5-1-6-1 configuration, can be described as an assembly of al-
ternate hexagonal and pentagonal planes separated by a single atom, the geometry
optimised Al20
+ structure is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). For molecular dynamics, 29 differ-
ent temperatures between 250 K to 1650 K at 50 K intervals were chosen to capture
the melting transition in the microcanonical ensemble. The interest to observe the
dynamics at higher temperatures was the reason behind the selection of the temper-
ature range, which in experiments is up to 1060 K. Each microcanonical trajectory
ran for 47.3 ps (step size 1 fs). A smaller step size (in comparison to the simulation
of Ga20
+ cluster where the step size was 2 fs) helped to arrest the energy increase
during the microcanonical simulations.
(a) Stacked plane (b) 1-5-1-5-1-6-1
Figure 4.2: Starting structure (a) and the global minimum structure (b) for Al20
+.
The binding energies for SP and 1-5-1-5-1-6-1 structure are -2.796 and -2.802
eV/atom respectively.
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4.3 Thermodynamics
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the experimental and theoretical (multiple histogram
method) canonical specific heat curves (top panel) and the corresponding root mean
squared fluctuations in bond-length (bottom panel) of Al20
+ as a function of tem-
perature.
The top panel of Fig 4.3 compares the canonical specific heat capacity plots
obtained from the experiments and that calculated from the DFT based BOMD
calculations. The canonical specific heat has been normalised to the classical spe-
cific heat which takes into account the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom
(C0 = (3N − 6 + 3/2)kB, where N is the number of atoms in the cluster and kB is
the Boltzmann’s constant). The solid-liquid-like phase transition temperature, cor-
responding to the peak in Fig. 4.3, is 993 K which is higher than the bulk melting
temperature of aluminium (933 ◦C)[188]. Although, DFT-based MD simulations
has been able to capture the solid-liquid-like phase transition behaviour in different
systems to a high degree of accuracy, the type of functionals used to perform DFT
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calculations also affects the obtained melting temperatures. The expected accuracy
is within 100 K, with a general shift observed towards higher temperatures using the
PW-91 exchange correlation functional[189]. i.e. melting-like features may be ob-
served for Al20
+ clusters at higher temperatures if explored in experiments. Chacko
et al. performed Born-Oppenheimer MD calculations in the canonical ensemble us-
ing ultrasoft pseudopotentials within local density approximations on Ga13 and Ga17
clusters and reported the statistical uncertainty to be up to 15% in the position of
the specific heat peaks[76].
4.4 Cluster geometry and structural dynamics
The bottom panel of Fig.4.3 shows the RMS bond-length fluctuations. Instead of
exhibiting a sharp increase at the melting temperature, a characteristic of phase
transitions in the bulk phase, the increase in δrms is smeared over a range of tem-
peratures. However, the values converge above the calculated melting temperature
(peak in specific heat) of 993 K, thus supporting the conclusion of a solid-liquid-like
phase transition occurring in Al20
+ clusters. It must be noted that, though the
actual values of δrms at low and high temperatures are consistent with parallel tem-
pering (PT) independent simulations, they can be affected in the temperature range
close to melting. Alternative measures such as the velocity autocorrelation function
(VACF) and the corresponding power spectrum, unaffected by parallel tempering,
have been used to confirm the phase transition in Al20
+ clusters as described in the
following section.
The starting structures play a crucial role in the observed thermodynamics of the
clusters. For example, the ordered∗ icosahedron and double icosahedron structures
of Al13 and Al19 have been observed to melt exhibiting a very sharp specific heat peak
among aluminium clusters between 11-20 atoms[190]. In situations (for example F-
C Chuang et al.[191] found many different isomers for Al20 clusters) where several
isomers compete to be the lowest energy structure at different energies, implemen-
tation of parallel tempering helps to enhance the ergodicity of the microcanonical
simulations.
For Al20
+ clusters, though the SP (or 1-6-1-5-1-6) configuration was found to
be the putative global minimum structure for Ga20 clusters and thus was used as
the starting structure, another structure (referred to as 1-5-1-5-1-6-1, as shown in
Fig. 4.2(b)) 6 meV lower in binding energy is also obtained. Chuang et al.[191]
also found the same structure, similar to the Al19 double icosahedron but with an
∗Terminology as used by Krishnamurty et al. in ref. [186].
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embedded extra atom thereby giving it a prolate geometry. Thus, although the
calculations did not start with the putative global minimum Al20
+ structure, it is
found during the MD simulations highlighting the applicability of the computational
approach.
Figure 4.4: Changes in pair distribution function (PDF) of Al20
+ with average
temperature during different microcanonical runs.
Fig. 4.4 shows the pair distribution function (PDF) obtained for the Al20
+ clus-
ters for six different trajectories, with average temperatures as mentioned in each
panel. At the lowest average temperature obtained in the simulations, 289 K, four
distinct peaks are visible having the nearest neighbour distance of 2.8 A˚. As the
energy increases (reflected by the increase in the average temperatures) in the sub-
sequent microcanonical runs, the second and third peaks start to merge and after
809 K, the PDF shows only three distinct peaks. This demonstrates the level of
structural change one should expect upon going from a solid phase to a liquid phase
in Al20
+ clusters.
4.5 Velocity auto-correlation function (VACF) and
power spectrum
The velocity autocorrelation function plots for the lowest and highest energy simula-
tions (289 K and 1352 K respectively) of Al20
+ clusters is shown in Fig. 4.5. Strong
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correlations in atomic motion are observed at the lowest energy by the oscillatory
behaviour of C(t). However, at the highest energy correlations are not observed and
the curve stays around zero. The VACF comparison at the lowest and the highest
energies further shows that there is a solid-liquid-like phase transition occurring in
Al20
+ clusters.
Figure 4.5: Velocity auto-correlation function of all atoms of Al20
+ cluster averaged
at the lowest (blue) and highest energy (red) as a function of time.
Shown in Fig. 4.6 are the power spectra obtained for Al20
+ clusters at five dif-
ferent energies (average temperatures mentioned in each panel). The two internal
sites are coloured red and blue and the surface atoms have been averaged (black).
With increasing temperatures, the high frequencies of the two internal Al atoms
start to merge with that of the surface atoms and a transition from a near-overlap
to a complete overlap between 983 K and 1023 K is observed. The canonical specific
heat peak, at 993 K, agrees well with the power spectra behaviour.
All the statistical tools utilised above confirm that there indeed is a solid-liquid-
like phase transition occurring in Al20
+ clusters and that it can be consistently
assigned to the temperature of the peak in the specific heat curve. The next step
is to investigate the cause behind the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour in Al20
+
and Ga20
+ clusters. Although, the existence of covalent bonding between the Ga
atoms has been put forth as the reason behind the greater-than-bulk melting be-
haviour of gallium clusters[76], these signatures of covalency seem to be an over
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Figure 4.6: The power spectrum of the two internal atoms (blue and red) along
with that averaged for all the surface atoms (black) of Al20
+ cluster as a function of
frequency.
interpretation of the electron localisation function (ELF). Using atoms-in-molecules
analysis and various other statistical indices an attempt is made to understand the
changes occurring in Al20
+ clusters over time and with increasing energies (average
temperatures).
4.6 Atoms-in-molecules analysis
Fig. 4.7 shows the partial charges obtained for the SP and the putative global mini-
mum geometry (1-5-1-5-1-6-1) of Al20
+ clusters. Strong charge segregation between
the internal and surface Al atoms is observed, with internal atoms getting strongly
negatively charged and the surface atoms either getting strongly positively charged
or staying neutral. Moreover, with time, the overall charge distribution adjusts with
the motion of atoms to maintain this picture in the cluster. A similar charge distri-
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bution picture was obtained for the Ga20
+ cluster in its putative global minimum SP
configuration. However it was only the internal and the capping atom that became
strongly negatively and positively charged respectively, with the other surface atoms
remaining neutral, in the CS geometry[13].
(a) Stacked plane (b) 1-5-1-5-1-6-1
Figure 4.7: Partial charges (q) obtained by atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis for
Al20
+ clusters: (red) q ≤ -0.2e ; (pink) -0.2e < q ≤ -0.1e ; (white) -0.1e < q ≤ 0.1e
; (ice blue) 0.1e < q ≤ 0.2e ; (dark blue) q > 0.2e.
4.7 Mean squared displacement, average coordi-
nation number and diffusion coefficient
To study the effects of charge segregation on the relative mobilities of the internal
and surface atoms, the mean squared displacements (MSD), average coordination
numbers and the diffusion coefficients are used. Fig. 4.8 compares the MSDs of the
surface atoms (averaged) for Al20
+ and Ga20
+ clusters at the lowest and the highest
simulation energies. Relatively similar mobilities are observed for the surface atoms
at both the energies in both clusters indicating that the increasing energy has a very
small effect on the mobilities of the surface atoms.
The structural changes occurring in Al20
+ cluster is discerned using the average
coordination number of each participating atom. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the average
coordination number, calculated using the first minimum in g(r) as cutoff radius, of
the selected Al20
+ atoms as coloured in inset. Three distinct coordination sites at
low temperatures are observed: internal atoms (black and red respectively), surface
atoms located in the central ring (coloured blue) and the surface atoms located at
the top and bottom ring (coloured green and violet respectively). However, after the
calculated melting temperature, all the atoms end up having similar coordination
numbers on average. On the other hand, only two distinct sites are observed up to
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t
Figure 4.8: MSD comparison of the surface sites at the lowest and highest simulation
energy for Al20
+ (shown in blue) and Ga20
+ (shown in red) respectively.
700 K, viz. the central site (red) and three representative surface atoms (coloured
green, blue and violet) showing changes in the average coordination number of the
surface atoms, for Ga20
+ clusters (where the melting temperature was found to be
616 K) as shown in Fig. 4.9(b).
Thus far, the differences in the environments of the internal and surface atoms in
these clusters have been convincingly demonstrated, and hence the internal atoms
cannot be considered to be an intermediate between the bulk and surface atoms.
The self-diffusion coefficient helps to probe this difference further by analysing the
motion of the internal and surface atoms below and above the melting temperatures
in Al20
+ and Ga20
+ clusters. However, in order to ‘define’ an internal atom at
temperatures just below the melting temperature in Al20
+ cluster, the ‘persistent
internal’ atom criterion was formulated according to which an atom is internal if
(a) it has an average coordination number greater-than-or-equal-to 9.5, and (b) the
time during which condition (a) is satisfied (in each MD run) is more than 1.5 ps.
The need for the criteria arose because, as seen from Fig. 4.9, at 924 K, i.e. below
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(a) Al20
+
(b) Ga20
+
Figure 4.9: (a) Average coordination number variations with temperature for alu-
minium atoms at positions shown in inset. (b) Average coordination number vari-
ations with temperature for gallium atoms in the capped sphere (CS) configuration
of Ga20
+ cluster for atoms at positions shown in inset.
the melting temperature, the atom coloured green in the top ring has an average
coordination number of an internal site in comparison to the atom (coloured red)
that was occupying the internal site at low temperatures thus reflecting an exchange
of the atoms. This makes it much harder to identify and tag a particular atom as
internal, near the melting temperature.
The top and bottom panel of Fig. 4.10 shows the self-diffusion coefficient cal-
culated for Al20
+ and Ga20
+ clusters respectively. The MSD values over which the
self-diffusion coefficient value is calculated have been kept fixed between 1 and 2 A˚2.
The surface atoms of both, Al20
+ and Ga20
+, clusters exhibit very high self-diffusion
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of self diffusion coefficient of internal and surface atoms
Al20
+ (top panel) and Ga20
+ (bottom panel) along with the corresponding value in
the bulk liquid phase of aluminium[192] and gallium[193] as a function of tempera-
ture.
coefficient values. In comparison, the values for the ‘persistent internal’ atoms are
very low until the respective melting temperatures is achieved. After the melting
temperatures, none of the 20 atoms satisfied the ‘persistent internal’ criteria. Indi-
vidual atom self-diffusion coefficients have nearly the same values above the melting
temperature reflecting a liquid-like phase.
The self-diffusion coefficient clearly demonstrates that it is the internal atoms
whose movements correspond to the melting-like feature observed in Al20
+ and
Ga20
+ clusters. Strong charge segregation between the internal and surface atoms
reflects the electrostatic nature of the interaction between them, thereby, bringing
out a picture where the internal atoms have been confined in an electrostatic cage
- a step useful in describing why greater-than-bulk melting occurs at these cluster
sizes.
Thus far we have established that the pure components of our nanoalloy sys-
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tem Ga(20-x)Alx
+, i.e. Ga20
+ and Al20
+, melt above their corresponding bulk phase
melting temperatures. However, the increase in the melting temperature of Ga20
+
cluster is much higher (313 K) compared to that in Al20
+ cluster (only 60 K). How
the number of Al atoms, from 1 to 11 and finally to 17, affects the cluster struc-
ture, the thermodynamics and whether there is a similar greater-than-bulk melting
behaviour or not in the 20 atom gallium aluminium alloy is the subject matter of
the study presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Mixed Phases: Ga19Al
+,
Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+
The similarities and differences between Al20
+ and Ga20
+ pose the question as to how
the thermodynamics of mixed Ga-Al nanoalloys change with composition. Shown in
Fig. 5.1 is the calculated energy of mixing for the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ system. A negative
value indicates that mixing is energetically favourable relative to the monoatomic
clusters as expressed by
Eexc = E
Ga(20−x)Al
+
x
tot −
x
20
E
Al+20
tot −
20− x
20
E
Ga+20
tot . (5.1)
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.1: Excess energy for all the compositions in Ga(20-x)Alx
+.
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As detailed in section 5.1.1, the stacked plane (SP) configuration had lower
energy in contrast to the capped sphere (CS) configuration when one of the gallium
atoms of Ga20
+ was replaced by an Al atom. Thereafter each of the 20 available
sites in the SP configuration were substituted by an Al atom and the obtained free
energies for each Ga19Al
+ cluster were arranged in ascending order. To obtain the
starting structure for a particular Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster, the first ‘x’ sites of the free
energy ascending order was substituted with Al atoms.
As observed from Fig. 5.1 that the addition of an aluminium atom to the Ga20
+
cluster gives a positive value to the energy of mixing thereby indicating segregation
occurring in the gallium dominated Ga19Al
+. The energy of mixing remains positive
for Ga18Al2
+ and starts to have negative values from Ga17Al3
+ onwards indicating
mixing of the gallium and aluminium atoms. It achieves the minimum value at
the most favourable composition, i.e. Ga11Al9
+. To investigate the solid-liquid-like
phase transition and the underlying dynamics exhibited below and above the melting
temperatures Ga19Al
+, Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ were chosen as the representative
clusters in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster series. The following sections describe the results
from the DFT based BOMD calculations.
5.1 Ga19Al
+
Neal et al.[194] found a similar melting behaviour of both Ga(n-1)Al
+ and Gan
+
clusters during experiments. Furthermore, to interpret the results two significant
assumptions were made:
1. The substitution of an aluminium atom did not cause a substantial change in
the overall geometry of the gallium cluster.
2. The decrease in entropy during the solid-liquid-like phase transition of Ga(n-1)Al
+
in comparison to Gan
+ was due to the Al occupying a surface site. This was
substantiated by the calculations of relative energy of the surface and central
sites of Ga12Al
+ and Ga12Al
- in the icosahedral geometry.
The DFT calculations, to understand the phase transition in the Ga19Al
+ cluster
and thereafter comparing it with the results from the corresponding calculations[13]
performed on the Ga20
+ cluster, provides a sensitive first principles treatment to not
only test these assumptions, but also to understand the changes in the electronic
structure∗ of gallium clusters, known to have a rich potential energy landscape,
∗The 4s band of Ga is shifted to a higher binding energy in comparison to the 3s band of Al
atom and hence, the overlap of the valence s and p orbitals is different for both metals[195].
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brought about with the introduction of an aluminium atom.
5.1.1 Cluster Structure
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, two different structural classes[13]
were observed for Ga20
+ cluster: (i) a stacked plane (SP) configuration where an
assembly of alternating hexagonal and pentagonal planes are separated by a single
atom, and (ii) a capped sphere (CS) where a central atom is surrounded by a near-
spherical shell of atoms with a protruding asymmetric tetragonal cap. To obtain
the ground state structure for Ga19Al
+, each of the 20 available sites in both the
structural classes was replaced by an Al atom. Fig. 5.2 compares the obtained
binding energies per atom for Ga19Al
+ in both the structural classes as a function
of the distance of the Al atom from the centre of mass (COM) of that particular
structure.
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Figure 5.2: Binding energies (per atom) of Ga19Al
+ clusters with the Al atom located
at different sites, shown by their distance from the centre of mass of the cluster. Both
the stacked-plane (SP) and the capped-sphere (CS) structures are considered.
A clear preference for the internal site (one in CS, two in SP) to be occupied
by the Al atom is observed in Fig. 5.2. The middle ring having five sites in the SP
configuration (darker shaded region) is the next preferred site being intermediate
in nature between the internal and surface sites. The surface sites, beyond 2.7 A˚,
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(a) Capped Sphere (CS) (b) Stacked Plane (SP)
Figure 5.3: Lowest energy structures of Ga19Al
+ in both capped sphere and stacked
plane geometries with binding energy values of -2.402, and -2.407 eV respectively.
The Al atom is in red and Ga atoms in tan.
are least favourable in both the structural classes. The smaller size of the Al atom
allows for greater structural relaxation when present at an internal site thereby
favouring it compared to the surface. The lowest energy structure obtained in both
the structural classes is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Bader charges
The presence of an Al atom in the Ga19Al
+ cluster has a subtle effect on the struc-
ture, as both the isomers observed in Ga20
+ cluster (SP and CS) have similar binding
energies when the Ga19Al
+ configurations, shown in Fig. 5.3, are compared. How-
ever, in contrast to Ga20
+ where both the internal atoms in the SP configuration be-
came negatively charged, the internal Al atom becomes strongly positively charged
(+0.36e) and the internal Ga atom becomes strongly negatively charged(-0.46e),
thus forming a dipole, in the Ga19Al
+ cluster. The negative charging of the internal
atoms in pure gallium clusters[13] could be due to the presence of large volume of
delocalised electrons at the centre of cluster. However, this does not explain the
positive charge on Al atom in Ga19Al
+ cluster. Aluminium has a slightly lower ion-
isation potential (IP) than gallium, by 13 meV. The effect of such a small difference
being the formation of a dipole is an interesting effect. Bader charges calculated
for the SP and CS configurations with the Al atom situated at both the internal
and surface sites reveals that Al always becomes positively charged irrespective of
the site occupied by it. In the CS configuration, the Al atoms occupying the inter-
nal site becomes positively charged and the capping Ga atom becomes negatively
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charged while the other surface Ga atoms remain neutral. When Al occupies a
surface site, in either configuration, charge segregation occurs with internal atoms
becoming negatively charged and surface sites atoms becoming positively charged.
Figure 5.4: Bader analysis for the lowest energy ground state Ga19Al
+ structure. In
the order of strongly negative to strongly positive, with partial charge: (red) q ≤
-0.2e ; (pink) -0.2e < q ≤ -0.1e ; (white) -0.1e < q ≤ 0.1e ; (ice blue) 0.1e < q ≤
0.2e ; (dark blue) q > 0.2e.
MD calculation details
Taking the lowest energy Ga19Al
+ structure in the stacked plane configuration
(Fig. 5.3(b)) to be the putative global minimum, first principles Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (MD) calculation were performed in the microcanonical ensem-
ble at 19 different temperatures between 250 K and 1150 K at every 50 K interval.
MD was performed for 58 ps (step size 2 fs) after equilibration to obtain the statistics
for analysis as described in the next few subsections.
5.1.2 Thermodynamics
Shown in top panel of Fig. 5.5 are the calculated and experimental[196] specific
heat curves for Ga20
+ and Ga19Al
+ clusters. The canonical specific heat curves have
been normalised to the classical specific heat which takes into account the rotational
and vibrational degrees of freedom (C0 = (3N − 6 + 3/2)kB) of the system. The
solid-liquid-like melting transition in Ga19Al
+ cluster has been captured in excellent
agreement with experiment. The melting temperature calculated for Ga19Al
+, cor-
responding to the peak in specific heat curve, is 686 K which is 70 K higher than
Ga20
+. The introduction of Al thus causes an increase in the melting temperature of
the gallium dominated cluster. Although experimental results confirm the increase
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in melting temperature, the increase in the magnitude of melting temperature is
only 43 K (Ga20
+ at 705 K and Ga19Al
+ at 748 K). The larger difference between
the calculated melting temperatures of Ga20
+ and Ga19Al
+ is attributed to the ac-
curacy of the functionals used during the calculation. Compared to the bulk Ga-Al
alloy[95] with 95 at. % Ga and 5 at. % Al having a melting temperature of 354 K,
the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour is also observed in the Ga19Al
+ nanoalloy
as well.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of canonical specific heat curves and root mean squared
displacement in bond lengths for Ga20
+ and Ga19Al
+ as a function of temperature.
5.1.3 Structural dynamics: Lindemann index, pair distribu-
tion function (PDF), mean squared displacement and
average coordination number
The bottom panel of Fig. 5.5 shows the Lindemann index calculated for Ga19Al
+
and compared to that for Ga20
+ clusters. The δrms values have been smeared over a
range of temperatures as opposed to having a sharp increase at the phase transition
temperature. However, the values converge above the calculated melting tempera-
ture of 686 K for Ga19Al
+.
Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison of the time-averaged pair distribution functions
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of Ga19Al
+ (red) and Ga20
+ (black). At the lowest energy the differences in the
structures of Ga19Al
+ (stacked plane) and Ga20
+ (capped sphere) can be easily
observed by the different positions of the peaks. With increasing energies (average
temperatures), the PDFs of the clusters start to show changes, and prior to the
melting temperature of Ga20
+ (616 K) cluster, the third peak in the PDF vanishes.
This feature, however, is not seen for Ga19Al
+. Moreover, the overlap of PDFs of
Ga19Al
+ and Ga20
+ at the highest energy indicates the indistinguishability of both
the cluster structures in the liquid-like state.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of pair distribution function of Ga20
+ (black) and Ga19Al
+
(red) at various energies (the corresponding average temperature is given.)
The mean squared displacement helps to compare the mobilities of the internal
and the surface atoms in both, Ga20
+ and Ga19Al
+, clusters. Fig. 5.7 shows that
the central gallium atom in the Ga20
+ CS structure is largely immobile compared
to the surface atoms at the lowest energy but has a mobility comparable to them
at the highest simulated energy corresponding to a liquid-like state. In contrast,
the central Ga and Al atoms in Ga19Al
+ are largely immobile in comparison to the
surface Ga atoms at the lowest energy, the mobility of the central Ga atom is similar
to that of the surface atoms at the highest energy.
Fig. 5.8 compares the MSDs of the central Ga and Al atom in Ga19Al
+ cluster at
various energies. At the lowest temperature a correlated motion is seen between the
atoms which is lost with increasing temperatures as the central Ga atom acquires a
larger relative motion in comparison to the central Al atom. Moreover, the maximum
value attained by the MSD of the central Al atom hovers around 10 A˚2 after 658 K,
being unaffected by the increase in energy. This difference in mobility between the
central Ga and Al atoms in the liquid-like state indicates that probably the internal
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Figure 5.8: MSD of aluminium (red) and central gallium (black) atom of stacked
plane Ga19Al
+ geometry at various temperatures. Note that the label ‘Central Ga’
applies to the position of this atom in the original ground state, and ceases to be
correct at high temperatures.
Ga atom moves to the surface and the Al atom prefers to occupy the internal site
even after the cluster has melted.
The average coordination number, as shown in Fig. 5.9 for few representative
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Figure 5.9: Variations in average coordination number of central Ga atom (blue),
aluminum atom (red) and 3 representative surface atoms (black) of Ga19Al
+ with
temperature.
atoms of Ga19Al
+ cluster, provides further evidence in support of the claim that
the aluminium atom in Ga19Al
+ cluster prefers to occupy the internal site in both,
solid-like and liquid-like, phases. The cutoff distance for an atom to be considered
as a neighbour in this calculation is 3.8 A˚ as observed from the position of first
minimum in g(r) at the lowest energy as shown in Fig. 5.6. The central Ga atom
has a coordination number of 13 (icosahedron-like) and the Al atom 12 at the lowest
energy. With increasing temperatures, changes in the average coordination of both
the internal atoms is seen and prior to the melting temperature of 686 K, the central
Ga atom has a coordination number similar to those of the surface atoms. However,
even after the melting temperature, the Al atom still has 9 neighbouring atoms on
average i.e. similar to a bulk-like environment.
5.1.4 Velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) and power
spectrum
Fig. 5.10 shows the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) and the corresponding
power spectrum for Ga20
+(left) and Ga19Al
+(right) clusters respectively. To identify
the phase transitions from the VACFs and the power spectrum, Yen et al.[167] set
forth the criteria that the temperature at which the power spectrum I(ω) of the
central atom overlaps (dissolves) into that of the surface atoms and also the low
frequency ω of all individual atoms becomes indistinguishable is the phase transition
temperature. For Ga20
+, the overlap between the power spectra of the central (blue)
and the surface atoms (averaged as black) goes from a near-overlap to a complete one
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Figure 5.10: The Velocity auto-correlation function (VACF, left columns) and the
corresponding power spectrum I(ω)(right columns) is shown for Ga20
+(left) and
Ga19Al
+(right). The central Ga atom is coloured blue, the surface Ga atoms in
black; and the Al atom in Ga19Al
+ is red. The average temperature during the
simulation run is stated.
between 598 K and 622 K. The melting temperature as obtained from the specific
heat capacity peaks being 616 K corroborates further that there indeed is a phase
transition occurring in these systems.
In Ga19Al
+, with increasing temperatures the peak present at the lowest energy
at 70 rad/ps for the central Ga atom dissolves into that for the surface atoms (black)
prior to the melting temperature of 686 K. A similar behaviour was also observed in
its average coordination number indicating that it becomes a surface atom prior to
the melting temperature. Also, the power spectra of the internal Ga atom in Ga20
+
and Ga19Al
+ clusters can be easily differentiated. This difference can be the result
of a different putative global minimum geometries assumed by both the clusters.
Furthermore, using the criterion that there has to a complete overlap of the power
spectra of the central Ga, Al and the surface atoms, the melting temperature should
be near 700 K (the peak in the specific heat capacity being at 686 K). Thus there
is a clear transition occurring in these systems from a solid-like state to a liquid-
like state. In contrast to the observations for central Ga atom, the high-frequency
vibrations do not disappear quickly for the Al atom in Ga19Al
+ cluster indicating
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(a) Ga11Al9
+ (b) Ga3Al17
+
Figure 5.11: Starting structures in the stacked plane (Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+)
configurations with Al atoms in white and Ga atoms in cyan.
that the Al atom does not lose its distinctness even above the melting temperature
as also indicated by the changes in the amplitude of its MSD in comparison to any
other atom of the Ga19Al
+ cluster.
5.2 Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+
In order to investigate the melting behaviour of Ga-Al nanoalloy clusters with larger
aluminium composition, two more cluster sizes were studied in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+
series: Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+. Ga11Al9
+ was chosen because it was shown to
be the most favourable cluster as predicted by the energy of mixing calculations
(Fig. 5.2) and Ga3Al17
+ cluster to understand what happens, both electronically and
in cluster dynamics, to an Al17 cluster (which as per previous DFT calculations[197]
splits water more efficiently than bulk Al to produce hydrogen) when 3 extra Ga
atoms are mixed and the cluster acquires a positive charge.
Calculation details
The starting structures of both the clusters, shown in Fig. 5.11, were obtained from
the SP configuration as had been described earlier. Similar settings were used to
achieve the relative convergences of the microcanonical and canonical specific heat
curves for both clusters as previously stated. The calculations were run for 160 ps
(step size 2 fs) for Ga11Al9
+ and 46.2 ps (step size 0.8 fs) for Ga3Al17
+ cluster. A
smaller step size in Ga3Al17
+ helped to arrest the fluctuations in energy during the
microcanonical simulations.
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5.2.1 Thermodynamics
The top panel of Fig. 5.12 shows the normalised canonical specific heat capacity
curves obtained from the multiple histogram method for Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+
clusters. The solid-liquid-like phase transition temperature obtained is 824 K and
Figure 5.12: Comparison of canonical specific heat curves of Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+
(top panel) and the root-mean-squared (RMS) bond-length fluctuations (bottom
panel) as a function of temperature.
922 K for Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ clusters respectively. Thus, similar to the observa-
tions in Ga20
+, Al20
+ and Ga19Al
+ clusters, the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour
is observed in these two gallium aluminium bimetallic clusters as well.
5.2.2 Structural changes and atomic mobility: Lindemann
index, pair distribution function (PDF), mean squared
displacement, average coordination number and diffu-
sion coefficients
The bottom panel of Fig. 5.12 shows the calculated values of the Lindemann index
at various temperatures for Ga11Al9
+ (shown in blue) and Ga3Al17
+ (shown in red)
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respectively. The fluctuations in the bond-lengths of both the clusters exhibit low
values (∼0.1-0.15) at the lowest energy and increases with temperature, thereby,
converging at ∼0.3 above the melting temperature, a characteristic signature of the
phase transition.
Figure 5.13: Comparison of the pair distribution function (PDF) of Ga11Al9
+ and
Ga3Al17
+ clusters at different temperatures.
Fig. 5.13 shows a comparison of the pair distribution functions obtained at dif-
ferent simulated energies (average temperatures as mentioned in inset) for Ga11Al9
+
and Ga3Al17
+ clusters respectively. We observe similar changes in the structures
of both the clusters with increasing energy below and above the respective melting
temperatures reflecting the presence of similar isomeric structures at higher temper-
atures, as also confirmed from the MD movies.
A comparison of the mean squared displacements of the aluminium and gallium
atoms in Ga11Al9
+ cluster at the lowest and the highest simulated energy is shown
in Fig. 5.14. The MSD amplitudes of the internal Al atoms (coloured red and blue)
shows a considerable change with energy whereas those of the surface gallium and
aluminium atoms does not increase significantly. Similar MSD behaviour of all the
Al atoms at the highest energy also corroborates to a liquid-like state.
The calculated MSDs for Ga3Al17
+ cluster is shown in Fig. 5.15. One of the three
Ga atoms, coloured orange in inset, shows a behaviour (MSD values) in between
the internal and the other surface atoms. This difference, however, vanishes with
increase in energy and all the surface atoms have similar MSD values. Similar to the
picture in Ga11Al9
+ cluster, it is the internal Al atoms (blue and red) which show a
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of mean squared displacement (MSD) of Ga11Al9
+ at
lowest (246 K) and highest energy (931 K) as a function of time. Atoms in red
and blue are the central Al atoms; green and orange corresponds to MSD averaged
over all the Al atoms in the central and top ring respectively; indigo represents the
average MSD of Ga atoms as also shown in inset. For references in the text, the
more highly coordinated internal atom (red) is referred as a and the other (coloured
blue) as b.
considerable change in the MSD values between the lowest and the highest energy.
Also, in Ga3Al17
+ cluster similar MSD curves are observed for all the atoms at the
highest energy reflecting a liquid-like state.
Fig. 5.16 shows the average coordination numbers, calculated using the first
minimum in g(r) as the cutoff neighbouring distance, for the representative atoms
(coloured in inset) for Ga11Al9
+ cluster. Below the melting temperature of 824 K,
the internal Al atoms are surrounded by 9 or more neighbouring atoms on average.
However, in the liquid-like state similar coordination numbers for the Al atoms
indicates that they become indistinguishable. The gallium atoms prefers to occupy
the surface sites at all temperatures.
Similar to the Ga11Al9
+ cluster, the average coordination number of the Ga and
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of mean squared displacement (MSD) of Ga3Al17
+ at
lowest (286 K) and highest energy (1079 K) as a function of time. Atoms in red and
blue are the central Al atoms; turquoise and indigo corresponds to MSD averaged
over all the surface Al and bottom ring Ga atoms respectively. Orange represents
the MSD of top Ga atom. For references in the text, the more highly coordinated
internal atom (red) is referred as a and the other (coloured blue) as b.
Al atoms in the Ga3Al17
+ cluster shows a clear difference between the internal Al
atoms and the surface Al and Ga atoms up to 850 K. However, at 778 K the more
highly coordinated internal atom (coloured red) occupies a coordination site of 9
atoms on average indicating an isomeric structure with only one internal site (blue)
but moves back to being an internal site at the next simulated energy (808 K),
before occupying a surface site at all temperatures above 834 K. Furthermore, at
891 K both the lowest energy internal Al atoms (blue and red) are replaced by the
surface atoms (magenta and green) reflecting atoms swapping sites as also observed
in MD movies. At the highest simulated energy above the melting temperature,
the Al atoms have 6 to 7 atoms on average and the Ga atoms prefer even lower
coordination of 5 atoms.
Shown in the top and bottom panel of Fig. 5.18 are the diffusion coefficients
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of average coordination number (ACN) of atoms (coloured
in inset) of Ga11Al9
+ as a function of temperature. Atoms in red and blue are
the central Al atoms; green, indigo and turquoise are the representative surface Al
atoms; magenta and orange are the representative surface Ga atoms.
Figure 5.17: Comparison of average coordination number (ACN) of atoms (coloured
in inset) of Ga3Al17
+ as a function of temperature. Atoms in red and blue are the
central Al atoms; green, indigo and magenta are the representative surface Al atoms;
turquoise and orange are the representative surface Ga atoms.
obtained for Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ clusters respectively. The details of the calcu-
lation is similar to those for the Al20
+ clusters as described in the previous chapter.
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Figure 5.18: Diffusion coefficient of internal and surface atoms as a function of
temperature. The vertical dotted line denotes the melting temperature.
The diffusion coefficients of the surface Ga and Al atoms are very high in comparison
to the internal and the ‘persistent internal’ atoms in both the clusters. Moreover, it
is not until 701 K that the more highly coordinated internal atom starts to diffuse in
Ga11Al9
+ cluster. However, it is only after the melting temperature is reached that
the diffusion coefficient of the internal atoms start to increase and at the highest
temperature to become comparable to the rest of the Al atoms in Ga11Al9
+ cluster.
The diffusion coefficient of only the ‘persistent internal’ atom(s) in Ga3Al17
+ cluster
is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.18 because of the constant swapping between
the atoms occupying the internal and surface sites prior to the melting temperature
(also clear from the average coordination number plot shown in Fig. 5.17) which
made it harder to tag a particular atom as internal.
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5.2.3 Atoms-in-molecules analysis
(a) Ga11Al9
+ (b) Ga3Al17
+
Figure 5.19: Partial charges (q) obtained by atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis for
Al20
+ clusters: (red) q ≤ -0.2e ; (pink) -0.2e < q ≤ -0.1e ; (white) -0.1e < q ≤ 0.1e
; (ice blue) 0.1e < q ≤ 0.2e ; (dark blue) q > 0.2e.
Partial charges associated with each of the aluminium and gallium atoms in
Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ clusters as obtained by atoms-in-molecules analysis is shown
in Fig. 5.19. Similar charge distribution between the internal and surface sites as
seen in Al+20 cluster is observed. The more highly coordinated internal Al atom
becomes negatively charged with the other staying neutral. Among the charged sur-
face atoms, the negative charge is observed by the gallium atoms and the aluminium
atoms become positively charged.
Thus, the mixed phases of Ga(20-x)Alx
+ clusters i.e. Ga19Al
+, Ga11Al9
+ and
Ga3Al17
+, also show the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour. In Ga19Al
+ cluster
the Al atom prefers to occupy the internal site in the solidlike and the liquidlike
phases. Similar to the observation in the Al20
+ cluster, QTAIM predicts charge
segregation between the internal and surface atoms - a feature which seems to play
an important role for the clusters to show the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour.
Moreover, with increase in Al content, the difference between the cluster and the
corresponding bulk alloy melting temperature decreases. In the next chapter, this
information is used to construct a phase diagram for the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ nanoalloy
system.
Chapter 6
A first attempt at a phase diagram
Phase diagrams allow us to study the dependence of the bulk metallic compositions
on the alloy phase transition temperatures. Moreover, few attempts have already
been made to extend the construction of phase diagrams to nanoalloys[198, 199, 200,
94]. Since models[201, 202] typically used for bulk phases are unsuitable in these
size ranges, highly sensitive first-principles calculations are called for.
This chapter describes the construction of the phase diagram for Ga(20-x)Alx
+
bimetallic cluster system which shows the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour. Fur-
thermore, we have attempted to understand the melting temperature of the gallium-
aluminium nanoalloys with a simplified model where the melting temperature of the
cluster is written as a sum of the melting temperature of the bulk alloy and contri-
butions from the energy of mixing and the ‘greater-than-bulk’ characteristic. The
latter parameter has been extracted from the molecular dynamics simulations pre-
sented in Chapter 4 and 5. The temperatures obtained from this simple intuitive
picture when compared to the DFT calculated melting temperatures for the nanoal-
loy phases are within 2% tolerance.
6.1 The energy of mixing and atoms-in-molecules
analysis
Although the changes in the energy of mixing with composition in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+
clusters has been already described previously in the context of the selection for
the mixed clusters, this chapter describes how the changes in the energy of mixing
and the calculated phase transition temperature are affected by the composition.
Table 6.1 compares the calculated cluster and the corresponding bulk alloy melting
temperatures and the changes in energy of mixing of the mixed clusters with respect
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(a) Ga+20 (b) Ga19Al
+ (c) Ga11Al9
+
(d) Ga3Al17
+ (e) Al20
+
Figure 6.1: Starting structures in the capped sphere (Ga+20) and stacked plane
(Ga19Al
+, Ga11Al9
+, Ga3Al17
+ and Al20
+) configurations with Al atoms in white
and Ga atoms in cyan.
to the pure cluster phases. The difference between the cluster and the bulk alloy
melting temperature, ∆Tm, increases as one Al atom replaces a Ga atom to form
Ga19Al
+ cluster. However, with increasing Al composition in the cluster, as seen
for Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+ clusters, leads to a decrease in the ∆Tm value. This is
similar to the change observed in the energy of mixing values where a positive value
is observed for Ga19Al
+ cluster but negative values for Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+
clusters, thus, reflecting the role of the energy of mixing in the greater-than-bulk
melting behaviour of these clusters.
To understand how the charge distribution between the internal and surface sites
affects the segregation or mixing behaviour (as seen from the energy of mixing plot
in the top panel of fig. 6.2) in each composition of Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster system, the
atoms-in-molecules analysis for each cluster is performed. As already described in
the previous chapter, the starting structures of each cluster, except Ga20
+, were
obtained from the SP geometry as shown in Fig. 6.1, the optimised geometries of
the representative clusters are compared. The strategy to classify the obtained
partial charges (qi) for each atom is that an atom is considered negatively charged
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the melting temperatures of Ga-Al alloys in cluster and
bulk phase[95].
Cluster Tm(K) Bulk Tm(K) ∆Tm(K) Eexc(eV)
Ga+20 616 303 313 0
Ga19Al
+ 686 353 333 0.347
Ga11Al9
+ 824 646 178 -0.497
Ga3Al17
+ 922 857 65 -0.237
Al20
+ 993 933 60 0
if qi < −0.1e, neutral if −0.1e ≤ qi ≤ 0.1e and positively charged if qi > 0.1e.
The bottom panel of Fig. 6.2 describes the obtained charge distribution picture.
The Ga20
+ capped sphere structure has the internal atom as negatively charged
and one surface atom as positively charged with the other surface atoms remain-
ing neutral. As already described in the previous chapter, the internal Ga and Al
atoms in Ga19Al
+ cluster forms a strong dipole with the Al atom getting positively
charged and the Ga atom as negatively charged. However, no negatively charged
surface atoms are observed. Both the internal Al atoms get positively charged in
Ga18Al2
+ and Ga17Al3
+ clusters and negatively charged surface atoms are also ob-
served in Ga17Al3
+ cluster. From Ga16Al4
+ onwards, one neutral internal atom and
the other as positively charged is observed up to Ga14Al6
+ cluster and as negatively
charged from Ga13Al7
+ up to Ga3Al17
+ cluster. The other three remaining clusters
Ga2Al18
+, GaAl19
+ and Al20
+ have both the internal sites as negatively charged.
Thus, segregation (energy of mixing being positive) corresponds to either a strong
dipole formation between the two internal atoms in SP configuration (Ga19Al
+) or
the absence of negative charge in the overall positively charged cluster(Ga18Al2
+).
6.2 Ga(20-x)Alx
+ phase diagram
From the statistical analyses of the average coordination number and the diffusion
coefficients for the representative clusters as described in the previous chapters and
the atoms-in-molecules analysis of all the clusters in Ga(20-x)Alx
+, it can be observed
that there is a difference between the internal and surface atoms in these clusters.
The results corroborate a picture where the internal atoms are confined in an elec-
trostatic cage, disruption of which leads to the solid-liquid-like phase transition in
these clusters. This physical picture, bringing out the difference in the environments
of the internal and surface atoms (which is unlike the bulk phase environment), can
help explain the cause behind the greater-than-bulk (from here onwards referred to
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.2: Excess energy for all the compositions in Ga20−xAlx+, panel (a), and the
corresponding atoms-in-molecules analysis where the red dot, blue open circle and
turquoise circle represents negative, neutral and positive charges.
as the GB character) melting behaviour of Ga(20-x)Alx
+ clusters.
Taking into account the associated intrinsic elemental character of Ga and Al
(to be common in the bulk and cluster phase), the GB character and the energy
of mixing, a simple view of the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster system to be a remnant of
the corresponding bulk alloy phase with additional properties is proposed as also
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expressed by
Tm(Ga(20−x)Al+x ) = Tbulk(Ga : Al :: (20− x) : x) + νGB + νexc. (6.1)
Here νGB and νexc represent the size specific greater-than-bulk melting and the mix-
ing energy contributions to Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster formed from the corresponding bulk
alloy mixture, and Tm, Tbulk represent the cluster and the bulk alloy melting tempera-
tures respectively. Next follows the description of a way to quantify the greater-than-
bulk melting (νGB) parameter and a comparison between the melting temperature
obtained from this picture and those calculated from the DFT simulations.
6.2.1 The greater-than-bulk (GB) melting character
The picture of an electrostatic cage confining the internal atoms in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+
clusters is considered to quantify the GB character. Furthermore, the term ‘energy
barrier’ is attributed to the differences in the environments of the internal and the
surface atoms. As the temperature increases, the internal and surface atoms tend to
cross this ‘energy barrier’ more frequently and thus either exchange their positions
or become a surface (or internal) atom itself leading to the isomeric or homotopic
cluster structures. This change in the cluster structure either due to a change in
the number of internal sites or the atom occupying the internal site (brought about
either by parallel tempering or swapping between atoms) is, from here onwards,
referred as Change-Swap (CS). Characterising the liquid-like state as one where all
the atoms have equal probability to occupy the internal or the surface sites, an
Arrhenius-like description is used to understand the ‘energy barrier’ and how it
changes with composition in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster system as also expressed by
ln kCS = ln A− Ebarrier
(
1
T
)
. (6.2)
Here, kCS is the rate constant in ns
-1, T is the temperature in Kelvin, A is the pre-
exponential factor and Ebarrier represents the energy barrier between the internal
and surface sites. kCS is the ratio of the total number of times a CS occurs to the
MD trajectory length (in ns-1). Thus, computing Ebarrier provides a way to quantify
the existing ‘environmental difference’ between the internal and the surface sites and
correlate it with the greater-than-bulk melting parameter νGB.
Shown in the inset of Fig. 6.4 are the data points and the corresponding linear
least squares fit when kCS is obtained using the ‘persistent internal’ atom criterion
(a). The data points below the melting temperature show stronger fluctuations, and
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Figure 6.3: Rate of change-swap (CS) between the internal and external atoms in
the representative Ga(20−x)Alx+ clusters. The temperatures at which the rate of CS
was calculated is written above the bars.
Figure 6.4: Arrhenius plot showing the dependence of natural logarithm of the rate
of CS between the internal and surface sites to the inverse of temperature. The
dashed lines are the least-square straight line fits to the data points obtained from
the convex hull method. The inset shows the corresponding data points obtained
from the persistent internal atom criterion (a). The line fit has been done only for
temperatures above the melting point for each cluster.
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Table 6.2: Comparison of the Ebarrier values obtained using the two methods de-
scribed above.
‘Persistent internal’ Convex hull
atom criterion (a) method
Ga+20 729.5 2165.6
Ga19Al
+ 1306.5 3301.4
Ga11Al9
+ 1433.9 3767.3
Ga3Al17
+ 2570.2 3921.3
Al20
+ 2889.5 3982.3
thus the line-fit is performed only for the data points above the melting tempera-
tures. Table 6.2 shows the obtained Ebarrier values from the slopes of the line-fit.
It can be observed that with increasing Al composition in the Ga(20−x)Alx+ clus-
ter system, the Ebarrier value increases thus indicating νGB to be a monotonically
increasing function of the composition of Al atoms. Although, one could use the ob-
tained Ebarrier values to construct the phase diagram, the ‘persistent internal’ atom
criterion (a) was found to be quite loose to tag a particular atom as internal below
the melting temperatures.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Changes in the structure and the number of internal atoms and the
atom-type occupying the internal site due to parallel tempering as observed in the
movie.
From the MD movies, two ways are found in which a CS occurred: (i) stage-
wise where a surface atom becomes internal with subsequent MD steps, as shown in
Fig. 6.6, and (ii) due to parallel tempering as shown in Fig. 6.5 for Al20
+ clusters at
809 K.
The convex hull technique[203] is used to accurately tag an atom as internal at
each MD step. For a finite set of points, the convex hull is the union of all possible
convex combinations. The convex hull of the 20 cartesian coordinates (atomic sites)
at each MD step in both two and three dimensions is created. The hull vertices in
the three dimensions are disregarded and the non-hull vertices are considered as the
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Figure 6.6: Twenty consecutive movie steps showing how the surface atom (circled,
brown) becomes an internal atom and thus the number of internal atoms changes
from one (colored as tan) to two (tan and brown). Note that the overall shape of
the cluster does not undergo a significant change.
prospective internal atoms. In the two dimensions, the convex hull for the top, front
and side view is created. A cartesian coordinate (atomic site) is considered internal
if it is a non-hull vertex in all the three two-dimensional convex hulls and also a
member of the non-hull vertices set in the corresponding three-dimensional convex
hull. Furthermore, the vertex has to satisfy the ‘persistent internal’ atom criterion
(a).
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Shown in Fig. 6.3 is the rate of CS calculated using the convex hull technique
for the five representative clusters at temperatures below the melting temperature,
above the melting temperature and at the highest simulated energy where the clus-
ters are fully liquid-like. Those parallel tempering swaps where there is a change
only in the number of internal atoms (isomeric) in contrast to those where there
is a change of the atom occupying the internal site as well (homotopic) have been
ignored. For all the clusters there is an increase in the rate of CS with temperature.
Furthermore, below the melting temperature the rate of CS is dependent on the
amount of mixing, which for Ga11Al9
+ is the highest.
The natural logarithm of the calculated CS rate at different temperatures for
all the representative clusters is shown in Fig. 6.4. The temperatures for which
the total CS count was less than ten discrete instances during the simulated MD
trajectory or the contribution of PT to the CS count was more than 15% have been
discarded, leaving a minimum of eight data points for each cluster. The dashed
lines represent the linear least squares fit to the data points. The importance of
the new technique to gauge a CS situation is reflected by the significant decrease
in the spread of the data points below the melting temperature when compared to
that obtained from ‘persistent internal’ atom criterion (a) alone as shown in the
inset of Fig. 6.4. The Ebarrier values obtained from the slopes of the line-fit have
been tabulated in Table. 6.2. Again there is an increase in the energy barrier for
a CS situation as the Al content increases in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ clusters. Moreover,
the choice of method to tag a particular atom as internal and the number of data
points also affects the Ebarrier value.
6.2.2 Creating the phase diagram
Correlating the ∆Tm values with the Ebarrier values as tabulated in Table 6.2, one
can find that there is an inverse relationship between ∆Tm and the GB character.
νGB is expressed as a function of Ebarrier as
νGB = αf(Ebarrier), (6.3)
where α is a parameter to be optimised. A linear least squares fit is performed
to the obtained Ebarrier values for the pure cluster phases, i.e. Ga20
+ and Al20
+,
which gives the function f(Ebarrier)
∗ in Eq. 6.3 and optimise α. The obtained νGB
values are added to the bulk melting temperatures for the representative mixed
cluster phases as represented by the green triangles in Fig. 6.7. To add the energy
∗Note that f(Ebarrier) is a function of composition.
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Energy of mixing 
contribution
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the DFT calculated cluster melting temperature (red) of
the five representative compositions of Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster system to that obtained
considering the picture described in Eq. 6.1.
of mixing contribution to the obtained cluster melting temperatures, νexc is first
expressed as
νexc = β(Eexc), (6.4)
where β is another parameter to be optimised and then, added to the calculated
melting temperatures in the previous step. The corrected values (represented as
blue triangles in Fig. 6.7) are within 2% error from the DFT calculated melting
temperatures of the mixed clusters (red circles in Fig. 6.7).
Thus, the view of a Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster being a remnant of the corresponding
bulk alloy with additional size and composition specific characteristics holds with
excellent agreement in the melting temperatures when compared to those obtained
from the DFT calculations. Employing an Arrhenius-like description provides a way
to quantify the size and composition dependent factors in these systems. However,
to generalise this description of clusters, one also needs to address the situation as
to how the size and composition dependent contributions change when the melting
temperature of the cluster is less than the corresponding bulk phase melting temper-
ature. One also needs to consider the methods which could be employed to quantify
those contributions. It must also be noted that the entropic effects[160, 204] also play
a part in the observed thermodynamic behaviour of the clusters. How they feature
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in the description of nanoalloys is also a subject requiring further investigation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
The underlying cause behind the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour of gallium
clusters has been a matter of persistent interest since Jarrold and coworkers first
reported [72] in 2003, disproving the generality of the depression in melting point
with size paradigm of Pawlow [36]. To fully understand gallium, one must answer
how the metallic and covalent bonding can coexist, and do so in a manner that
changes non-monotonically with size. For aluminium clusters, the results showed
peak in the heat capacity plots for cluster sizes comprising 28 or more atoms [86].
Furthermore, when an Al atom was doped in the gallium clusters (Gan-1Al
+), the
melting temperatures and latent heats were found to be similar to the corresponding
pure gallium cluster analogs (Gan
+) [196].
Solid-liquid phase transition is a phenomenon which goes to the heart of our
physical understanding of matter. At very small sizes comprising few tens of atoms,
the meaning of the occurrence of a peak in the measured heat capacity of a system
becomes questionable and needs to be addressed to fully understand the matter
at nanoscale. For a cluster comprising 20 atoms the experimental results reported
show: greater-than-bulk melting behaviour in gallium, no distinguishable peak in
the specific heat can be observed in aluminium and, Ga19Al
+ has thermodynamical
behaviour similar to that of Ga20
+ [196, 86].
Pertinent questions arise concerning what exactly happens in Al20
+ clusters:
does it melt over a range of temperatures resulting in the non-existence of a sharp
peak in the heat capacity plot or can it show the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour
as well and hence the peak position in the heat capacity plot could be above the
maximum temperature scanned during the experiments (1060 K) considering that
the melting temperature of bulk aluminium is 933 K. Furthermore, how does the
melting temperature of the mixed nanoalloy phase change with the composition?
Does it also show the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour or is the greater-than-bulk
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melting behaviour restricted to compositions dominated by the gallium atoms?
This thesis is an attempt to answer these questions. First principles Born-
Oppenheimer based molecular dynamics have been used to understand the solid-
liquid-like phase transitions in the 20 atom gallium aluminium nanoalloy system.
Following are the results obtained from this study:
(a) Greater-than-bulk melting behaviour is not restricted to only gallium clusters
in the Group 13 elements of the periodic table but can also be observed in
aluminium clusters (Al20
+) as well. Thus, in the size limit of 20 atoms, there
is an enhanced similarity between the gallium and the aluminium clusters
which gets lost as the cluster size increases∗.
(b) An Aluminium atom prefers to occupy the internal sites in comparison to the
surface sites of the Ga19Al
+ cluster.
(c) A systematic increase in the melting temperature of the nanoalloy occurs
with increasing aluminium content in the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ cluster series as demon-
strated by the first principles based Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
(BOMD) calculations on two representative clusters, Ga11Al9
+ and Ga3Al17
+.
This suggests that all the clusters, whether pure or mixed i.e. Ga(20-x)Alx
+, in
the 20 atom size limit exhibit the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour. This
also suggests that the size range of the clusters is the first prerequisite for the
greater-than-bulk melting behaviour, and that composition is secondary (i.e.
necessary but not a sufficient condition).
(d) The charge segregation between the internal and surface atoms seems to play
an important role in the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour in these clusters.
A prominent picture among all the Ga(20-x)Alx
+ clusters is the ‘electrostatic
caging’ of the internal atoms whose disruption is necessary for the phase transi-
tion to occur. This picture can be used to, also, view these clusters (or clusters
in general) to be components of bulk with additional size specific properties.
These results are a useful step in our efforts to understand the peculiarities in
gallium-aluminium nanoalloy clusters. However, few open questions still remain
about the occurrence of the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour. Some of them
have been mentioned below.
∗The first size in Aln+ for which a peak in the heat capacity plot is observed is 28. Moreover, the
melting temperature corresponding to the peak in the plot is below the bulk melting temperature
of aluminium.
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(a) Analysing the experimental specific heat curves reported[86] for Aln
+, as also
shown in Fig. 7.1, we do find the data points for the cluster sizes less than 28
atoms to increase at the last observed temperature similar to the case of Al20
+
cluster. Thus, there is a strong chance that these small clusters may melt
above the bulk melting temperature of aluminium as well. Moreover, since
the first clear peak in specific heat is observed for Al28
+ which is less than the
bulk melting temperature of aluminium, there may be a critical size present
(between 21 to 27 atoms in Aln
+) where the element aborts this anomalous,
i.e. greater-than-bulk-melting, behaviour and starts showing an agreement
with Pawlow’s law[36]. The changes in electronic structure below and above
this critical size may bring out the exact reason as to why these small size
clusters melt above the bulk melting temperature.
Figure 7.1: Heat capacities measured for different cationic aluminium clusters as a
function of temperature. (With permission from Ref.[86])
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(b) In the 20 atom size limit, both the pure phases, i.e. gallium and aluminium
clusters, demonstrate a greater-than-bulk melting behaviour and the melting
temperature of aluminium clusters is higher than the corresponding gallium
clusters. Thus, it is not a surprise that the mixed nanoalloy clusters of gallium
and aluminium clusters (Ga(20-x)Alx
+) also show greater-than-bulk melting be-
haviour. However, one must not expect a similar behaviour for a size where the
gallium clusters show greater-than-bulk melting behaviour and the aluminium
clusters melt below the bulk melting temperature of aluminium. Jarrold and
co-workers[74] recently found in their experiments that the first size in the
gallium clusters which melts below the bulk melting temperature of gallium
is 95 atoms. It is curious as to how the melting behaviour of the nanoalloy
clusters would be for a size between 28 to 94 atoms (since the experiments
on cationic Al clusters[86] show a peak in the specific heat curves only for
clusters comprising 28 or more atoms). Pertinent questions to ask would be
whether there is a particular composition for a given size where the gallium-
aluminium nanoalloy changes its behaviour from showing greater-than-bulk
melting behaviour to melting below the corresponding alloy melting tempera-
tures and, how the electronic structure of the nanoalloy cluster changes with
the composition in that case.
These questions have to be answered in order to have a complete understanding
as to what drives the greater-than-bulk melting behaviour in systems comprising few
tens of atoms in gallium, tin and also aluminium. This brings us back to Faraday’s
statement about atoms that indeed, “ it is very difficult to form a clear idea of their
nature, especially when compounded bodies are under consideration”.
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